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FINAL REPORT FOR
SOLAR THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS
I.	 INTRODUCTION
This report discusses file methods, the findings and the conclusions of a
study for the design of q Solar•
 Thermoe[ectric Generator (STG) intended for use as
a power source for a spacecraft orbiting the planet Mercury. The study underiXing
this report consists of essentially three separate, but related areas.
	 f= irst, it
considers several state--of-the-art thermoelectric technologies in the intended
application and selects one of there as the one most likely to satisfy the intended
goals of the study. Second, the study considers in detail the design of various
STG configurations based on the thermoelectric technology selected from among
the various technologies; the study derives a recommended STG design. Third,
the performance characteristics of the selected STG technology and associated
design are studied in detail as a function of the orbital characteristics of the STG
in Mercury orbit and throughout the orbit of Mercury around file sun.
In order to make the present study as complete as possible, attention
has been paid to three separate types of STG design concepts. The first of these,
a flat-plate type STG configuration, is the standard type of STG that is not unique
to this study. The flat-plate type STG design configuration has been previously
considered in connection with past programs. Such consideration has addressed
itself to Earth orbital as well as near sun missions. Two other design concepts
considered by the present study are relatively unique.' especially as regards the
use of STGs in space applications. One of these concepts utilizes a compact
type STG that obtains its input heat by means of a single relatively large solar
concentrator. The other type concept is a combination of a flat--plate type STG
design and the compact type STG design that utilizes a solar • concentrator.
In this design, use is made of individual solar concentrators for each thermopile
comprising the STG. This particular STG design concept combines the advontages
of both the flat-plate type and the compact type STG designs. In addition to these
`?
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`	 three basic STG design concepts, file present study has also considered in a cursory manner
other Concepts. One of the more inter?sting of these is a cylindrically configuraled
STG which obtains its heat from a centrally located heal source in the form of a Feat
" pipe. The heat pipe serves as a heat transfer member between a single solar concentrator
and file hot junctions of the thermopiles. The solar concentrator is located outside of file
envelope that defines the STG.
Another innovative feature of the present study is the use of mullitl,enno-
couple thermopiles. All previous STG studies have considered the use of thermopiles
that' consist of individual thermocouples. The present study considers the use of therrrro-
piles that consist of a sufficient number of thermocouples to provide the voltage output
required of the STG. This enables the parallel connection of all thermopiles within
the STG and thereby provides considerable electrical redundancy to the overall system.
It must be mentioned that this latter design feature of the STG only applies to the
silicon--germanium alloy technology and not•
 to any of the other thermoelectric tech-
nologies considered by the present study. As will be seen below, it is the silicon-
germanium technology that offers the greatest number of advantages to a STG design
for use in connection with a Mercury orbiting spacecraft.
In order that the present report be as complete as possible, it includes the
detailed mathematical models used in the basic design calculations for each type of
STG Considered by the study. The mathematical model used for the flat-plate STG
is a modification of a model previously developed'. The mathematical models used
for the other STG design concepts have specifically been developed oil 	 present
study.
As a point of reference it should be mentioned that the STG designs
considered by the present study are formulated on the assumption that the STG
is required to provide 300 watts of electrical power at a load voltage cf 32-volts
s
when operating at 0.45 AU from the sun, file greatest distance attained by Mercury
while it orbits the surf.
V. Roag, Energy Conversion, 8, 169 (1968).
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I.	 C ONC ITTUAL AND MAII II:MAI IC AL_ S lcG MODULS
Tho prewtlt study has oddwssed it-scIf in duluii to 1111ce basic lyp s of
STG design concepts. Another type of SIG design concept leas beam invustigcated
in srr, cwhat Icss deloil. The tke v dc•si;jn cance.pts cc?nstdoied in dcloil include
a planar fla g-plate STG design, a compact• STG design that ulillzrs a single solar
concentrator and a distri baited pcinei—life STG du4iegn Owl , utilires a sepaiote scalar
eoncenlralor for each therrlaopi le. The STG design concept considurud in Kass
detail includes a cylindrical STG which canluilas a conlral heal source ill the farm
of a heat piper. Tile heat pilac extends beyond the cylindrical unvvlope and is healed
by means of a scalar concentralor. Gach of theses basic design concepts is amenable
for use with Practically a lly of Iha existing thermoelectric technologies. Although
differences exist belwcien SIGs using different teclhnologios, these differences
can be easi ly accommodated within tic mathematical models developed as a part-
of the present program; such dirrerenc:es are laleen into account- by assigning diF--
forent' thermal and electrical propert) , values to the thermoelectric material and by
using appropriate values for hot and cold side structural members within the STG.
In a row cases, it- has also been necessary to include or dolule certain structural
members from tho STG design. Tile mathematical models presenled in this section
are quite general and, as such, address themselves to [lie mechanics of the calcw
ulational sequence, wilhout necessarily belaboring themselves with all of the
structural finepoinis of each STG design. Such derail has been included in the
actual calculations, whenever appropriate.
A. Flat-Pla le STG Qeasig«
The flat-plate STC design concept- assumes the STG to consist of a
egreal• number of identical cells, with each cell containing a hot and a
cold side heat exchanger, a thermopile, thermal insulation and infer—
face Components used in attaching I-lie Iheal . exchangers 10 the thunno-
pile. In this design concept, thu hot and the cold side hcaat e\Ghcange^s
3
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possess identical areas. The fiat -plate STG design concept is schematic al -
ly illustrated in terms of a unit cell in Figure 1. As can be seen in
Figure 1, the thermopile only occupies a relatively small amount of the
total volume contained in between the hot and the cold side heat ex-
changers. Inasmuch as it is obviously desirable to minimize the amount
of direct heat transfer between the heat exchangers , the void volume
is normally filled with thermal insulation. In the present study it is
assumed that this thermal insulation is of a f i brous-type,such as one
of the min--K series insulations. The thermopile within each unit STG
cell consists of a monolithic structure that contains a su ff icient number
of i_idividual sEJermocouples to provide the direct output voltage required
of the STG. This pen-nits the parallel connection of all of the thermo-
piles within the STG and thereby provides an extreme amount of redundancy
for the STG. The power produced by each tlzermopi le is normally in
the one or two watt- range. This type of thermopile construction, although
used for most of the parametric design studies of the present program,
strictly applies to only the technology that uses silicon-germanium
alloy thermoelectric material. If other materials are used, it becomes
necessary to treat each thermopile as consisting of a single th ermocouple.
The reason for this is that thermoelectric technologies other than thu;
based an silicon-germanium alloys do not conveniently lend themselves'
to thermopile construction of the type here described. 	 This means that Y:u
the single thermocouple thermopiles of technologies other than those j
using silicon-germanium alloys not only provide a relatively small power
output, but also provide a very low output voltage.	 This eliminates
t,g
Ms
the possibility of interconnecting all of the thermopiles in a parallel r<
arrangement and thereby permits considerably less STG redundancy.`1
The mathematical model enables both thermopile concepts to be conveniently
included by means of the assignment of an appropriate number of thermo-
couplesper thermopile.	 The hot and the cold side heat exchangers
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are assumed to possass on their outer surfaces special coatings. Tho character-
istics of the coating on the hot° side heal' exchanger are such tllat it • possesses a
very high value of absorptivity and a very low value of emissivity. The
opposite is true of the coating oil
	 cold side lieat' exchanger. In the
former case, a coating with the stcted characteristics maximizes the amount
of incident Beat absorped by the heat exchanger and minimizes the amount-
of heat reradiated. The characteristics of the coating on the cold side heat
exchanger assure a maximum amount- of heat rejection and a minimum of heat-
absorption. Although in most space applications, the absorptivity characteristics
of a cold side heat•
 exchanger are unimportant- because usually I-lie heat ex-
changer faces outer space, in the present- case this is not so because the
cold side lheat exchanger faces the planet Mercury during at least a portion of
its orbit- around the planet. It • is important therefore to minimize the amount
of Feat absorbed from the planet.
The total heat,
 transported through the flat-plate STG, GA T , may be
expressed by
	
CST=aWAC _or
 ccAC [TH,^ YATJ 4 ,	 (1)
where a is the absorptivity of the hot side heat exchanger, W is the inci-
dent solar flux, AC is the total surface area of the hot side heat exchanger,
a- is the Stefan-Bo ltzmann constant, c
c 
is the emissivity of t- lie hot side meat
exchanger, TH is the hot junction temperature of the thermocouples, y is the
fractional temperature drop behveen the hot junction temperature and the temp-
erature of tis, hot side heat exchanger and AT is the temperatwe difference be-
tween the hot and cold junctions of the thermocouples. Equation (Z ) represents
the heat balance of the STG at the hot side heat exchanger. The first term in
the ;equation represents the amount of heat absorbed by the heat exchanger and
the second term represents Ilie amount of heat reradiated by it. The difference
r
between these two terms, of course, represents the amount of heat that must
traverse the STG. The heat balance at t-lie tole! side beat- exchanger requires
that the amount of heat transported through the STG be rejected by the cold
s r..!	 s.
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side; heat vxchangeri because
 some of the heat is converted to rlectricify,
energy conseivalion principles acquire that the power produced by the STG
be subtracted flout thc total licat transported thioug h the STG in this heal.
balance relationship. Bucouse heafi is rejected from the cold side heat
exchanger strictly by radiation, the e:xpre5sion can be solved for the cold
side heat exchanger temperature, T R , as follows:
1
T == 
^TA^ 
T^`i	 (2}
R cr c R
where P is the power produced by the STG, 
cR is the emissivity of the cold side
heat exchanger, A R is the surface area of the cold side heat exchanger and TA
is the temperature of the ambient into which heat is rejected by the cold side
heat exchanger. it should be noted that even though separate expressions are
used in Eqs. (1) and (2) for the surface areas of tine hot and cold side heat
exchangers, in a flat-piate STG, by definition, these two areas are identical.
This is easily accomplished in actual use of the equations by making use of
identical numerical values for the areas of both hear exchangers. The cold
junction temperature of the thermocouples, T C , may be calculated from the
cold side hear exchanger temperature by adding to it the temperature drop
between these two components of the STG:
T C = TR1. PAT
	 (3)
where j3 is the fractional temperature difference between the cold side heat
exchanger temperature and tho thermocouple cold junctions. Equations 0 ),
(2) and (3) give file STG heat balance equations at the hot and cold side heat
exchangers in terms of incident heat, thermocouple hot and cold junction temp-
eratures and the effective ambient in which the STG operates, In order to relate
these two heat balance relationships, it is necessary to define an internal config-
uration for the STG and to write an additional heat balance equation, an
equation that, pertains to the internal components of the STG. Prior to tine
expression of that heal- balance relationship, the following config--
ural•ional terms are defined for the internal components
»„	
_^	
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of the STC, in learns of a Voriety of input ptlromt.'ters. The s ide % id th of
individual thetmodeni ents, ;, is Mined in terms o f the total Cross —
sectional area of each theoYrmo lenient, A:
I
0 = [A] 2	 (4)
If is mated that Eq. (4) impl ici.tlytissumos that euch thearmoolenient Possesses
a square eraass-suction. This assumption is made for conven ience. Other
crass-sections could bu assumed equally well. Inasmuch as the config-
uration of therinoelemeant cross-section does not have a great bearing on
Ilia results of the analyses obto need front the present mathematical medal,
it suffices to use the assumption here made. The cross-sectional area
of inter-themloelement insulation, A is ,
 
may be expressed in terms of the
thermaeleme:nt side width and the thickness 4f inter- the;rmoelement insula-
tt'ont 
wlS'
A IS = WIS [,, IS , , 28] .	 (5)
The thermopile side width, S TI,, may he expressed in to mi s of the previously
defined variables and the number of thermocouples in the thermopile, N:l
S TP =12N] 2 s 'IS ]+'IS 	(6)
Tonal thermopile height, 1-1 TI,, is given lay
hlTP= .t 4. t' HS A tMSS + tCS 4 tCSS f
	 (7)
where 1 is thermoele:ment le troth, tl_is is the thermopile het shoe thickness,
tI-ISS is the electrical insulation covering the theminpile hot shoes, tCS
8
k	 ,
I	 ^	 I
is the thermoelement cold shoe thickness and fCSS is the thickness of the
insulation covering thermopile cold shoes. The total crass-sectional area
of the thermal insulation separating the individual thermopiles of the STG
may be expressed as:
	A S , AR_ Ms TP 2
	
(8)
where M is the number of individual thermopiles within the STG. The
temperature difference between the thermocouple hot and cold junctic+;is
is related.by a hear balance equation that pertains to the internal compo-
nents of the STG. Namely, this relationship pertains to heat transfer
within the thermoelements, the interthermoelement insulation and the
insulation that separates individual thermopiles. Several of the terms
within this relationship are dependent on the temperature difference be-
tween the hot and the cold sides of the STG. As a consequence, in order
to obtain an expression for the temperature difference across the therma--
elements, it suffices to salve the heat balance equation for LET as follows:
N PS T 
	 P4T_ nEb
	
^-
AT=	
k	 (°^MN [A[-,+A IS
k 1S 
-^ 
EpS + 
A
S	 S Li +PTY
	I_ 	 T P
where S is the temperature averaged Seebeck coefficient of the combined
n- and p-type thermoelements within the STG, T  is the thermoelement
cold junction temperature, m is the ratio of the load to internal electrical
resistance, k is the temperature averaged thermal conductivity of the com-
bined n- and p-type thermoelements of each thermocouple, kIS
is the thermal conductivity of the interelement insulation within each
thermopile , n is the electrical circuit redundancy of each
9
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thrrmopile, E E
 is the load vel;aUc of the 51G-, cind k S is tilt ,	 c;ti,ol t ^^n-
ductivity of the interthennopile insuk-Ilion. The load voltage- of the SIG
	 J=
is calculated by means of the following equation:
i_
r 
NS,6T	
1
E l_ rZ(1^'i^	 (14)
wr
The electrical power delivered to the load of the STG is calc1,1101ed 0,s follov:s;
n E E -AM
P- Nx
pE7	 (11)	
N
E
where O is the temperature averaged electrical resistivity of the combined
	
f.,. 1
n- and p-type thermoelements within each thermopile and R is an extra--
	
E	 ^.
neous electrical resistance multiplier that accounts For extraneous electrical
"' e
resistance within the STG. Finally, the thermocouple hot junction temp- 
erature is obtained by adding the temperature difference across the thenno--
elements to their cold junction temperature as follows:	 t if
T HE TC +AT 	(12)	 '-
Equations (1) to (12) complete the performance equations of a Fiat--
Plate STG. Ail inspection of these equations shows that SIG performance
con only be evaluated iteratively because a number of the equations depend
on parameters that are not evaluated until a particular equation containing 	 a
.•ucll parameters has already been used. For example, it is naffed that
Eq. (1) contains thermocouple hot junction temperature and the temperature
	 b
difference across the thermocouple. And yet, at the beginning of the
calculational sequence, it is not known what these iemperatutes are because
they are only calculated subsequently be means of egLiations () and (12).
r	 j 9
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Therefore, at the start of the cc] culot ion, it is necessary to assume arbitrary
values for these parameters. Once these parameters have been, in fact, calc-
ulated by means of Eqs. (9) and (12), they are then inserted in Eq. (1) at
the start of the second approximation calculation. The same observation
may be made about other parameters such as power and load voltage
produced by the STG. In the beginning of the calculation, all geometric
terms pertaining to the STG, including the number of thermocouples in
a thermopile and the number of thermopiles within the STG are assigned
numerical values.	 This is also true of the electrical redundancy and the
ratio of load to internal electrical resistance. Arbitrary, albeit typical
values are assumed for the thermoelectric properties because initially STG
temperaturs are not known and thermoelectric properties are typically
temperature dependent functions. As the calculation proceeds and temp-
eratures are calculated, these temperatures are then used at the start of
each iteration to define appropriate values of the thermaelectric properties.
For any assumed STG design, it is normally observed that as many as 10 to
20 iterations are required between Eqs. (I) to (12) before convergence
obtains within practical criteria such as convergence of any desired parameter
within one percent or less.
Inasmuch as STG geometry is an input parameter and inasmuch as
Eqs. (1) to (12) Enable the calculation of the performance and tempera-
tures of that particular STG configuration, it is necessary to input a wide
variety of different STG configurations in order that an optimum STG design
may be determined. The parameters typically varied in such an optimiza-
tion procedure include thermoelement geometry, the number of thermo-
couples, the number of thermopiles, electrical redundancy and the ratio
of load to internal electrical resistance. Moreover, inasmuch as a solar
thermoelectric generator receives its heat directly from the sun and inasmuch
as input heat therefore does not present an economic factor, it is common
to optimize a STG design for minimum weight at any desired distance from
the sun, In order that a weight optimization be taossible, it is necessary
to translate eoch aSS0111ed STG configuration into a corresponding weight.
Th- optimization is then performed in te.mis of tl,e so-called specific power
which is simply the quotient of the	 power produced by the STG and its
total weight. It is therefore necessary to define weight relationships
for the various components of the STG in terms of its assumed geometry.
Prior to this lacing done, however, a few additional relationships will be
defined in order that the STG may be scaled for any desired voltage and
power output. This is necessary because normally a STG powers a load
with very specific voltage and power requirements. An inspection of
Eqs. (1) to (12), however, shows that, load voltage and power output, are
not input parameters, but are rather calculated quantities. It is therefore
very likely that t-he values calculated for these quantities for any assumed
STG configuration are not those that are required of a given application.
The calculated load voltage and power output of the STG are used in cpn-
junction with the required load voltage, E Ld , and required power output,
P Q , along with the assumed number of thermocouples and thermopiles within
the STG to determine a necessary number of thermocouples within each
the=rmopile, N p , and t'l,e: necessary number of thermopiles within the STG,
M a , in order that the STG produce the required voltage and power. The
following equations accomplish this:
Na; EED N	 and	 (] 3}
MD= PpL
L
 M	 (14)
E_D
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rquotions (13) to (IS) upwato tht, wsumod STG confitiuml-iull 1'3
yield any desit•ed velttlge and powt^r qutput. It is no\v upprclpriate to defer
flute the wei,jht of the STG and c onst^quen tly its spocific lao N , . As
calrua€1y st:ltod, variation or STO, Con fig umtitar1 will then L"110610 the ap-
thilL:aMan OF its sl c'elfic power for onyx dislQiwtj ftom thl-I W11; tht, distunco
from the sun is introduct'd into tilt, calculation, of com'se" by mt.'ntls of the
solar conshint, W. 'File lotal woitillt of tho theilklopiles, w TPI is Cale -
ulated by t1ly ans of t1w, fol lowillo I'vit- tionship..
1	 2w
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WS_ A R D_ m D (2N D)2 (u a `is7 `CIS	 l • TP 6 S	 (17)
where S S is the density of the 1hannal insula tion . The weigh t of the hot
side heal' exchanger is given by the Following expression:
WC_ ACD t C 6 C	 (18)
where a C is the densit^^ of 9I^e hot side heal exchanger and C is the chick--
Hess of the [lotside heal- exchanger. The weight of t-lie cold side heat
exchanger is calculated by means of the relationship:
WR._ ARA b R	 (19)
where S R and t  are the density and thickness of the cold side heat exchanger.
The total weight of the STG is obtained by surnming the various weight
terms and including an extra term, EI that accounts for any additional
weightno g• included in the other oeight terms. The Dotal STG weight,
i	 Wl., may thus be written as:
1^ T► W.r EA . WS +WC+\N, R 1 W C	 (20)
Finally, the specific power of the STG, P S , is defined as:
P	
PD	 (21)
S WT
As already skated, it is the specific power that normally is the parnmeter
that is optimized in a STG design,
14
B. Compact STG Design With Single Concentrator
The compact STG design concept assumes the STG to consist of
a solar concentrator,	 a compact thermoelectric generator that is
surrounded by th erma l 	insulation and a radiator nor	 !leaf re^ectian, tt ,`
The thermoelectric generator consists of individual	 thermopiles arrayed
in such a way that all of the thern,opiies are adjacent to each other,
	 !
with no separation between them.	 A single solar concentral-or
heats
	 the hot, sides of all	 of the thermopile=s concurrently.	 The	 `^f
thermopiles that make up the thermoelectric generator are attached
to the center of the radiator which normally etitends considerably 	 `.
beyond the outer limits of the generator.
	 The thermal	 insulation,
thal• surrounds the thermoel ec tric g en e rator minimizes direct hea t
ut;,
transfer bel-veen the solar' concentrator and the rad iator and also milli-
mites the amount of direct heat input into the back side of the 	 1,#
radiator from the sun.	 As with the flat- late t	 e STG	 the frontp	 yp	 r 
side or the rad iator of the compact• Type STG must possess a coating
	 t;
that enhances heat rejection by means of radiation and also minimizes 	 r
the amount of heal- that enters from a high radiation heat sink,
such as the sun side of the planet Mercury.	 The solar concentrator
must possess high reflectivity. 	 The hot face of the thermoelectric
generator may or n,ay not- possess a high absorpi-ivity coaling.
Inasmuch as the surface area of the thermoelectric generator is generally
considerably smaller than the total aspect- of the solar concentrator,
the reradialion or heal' from the hot- face of the generator is not
especially important hi this design, concept. 	 For this reason, considerable
latitude exists in I-lie emissivity/absorpl-ivily characteristics of the
hot' face of the thermoelectric generator.
	
II is important, however,
to minimize I-lie r'efleclivity of that surface in order to eliminate the
rorlection or the concentrated solar flux from the generator.	 The type
I Wed
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of solar concenlrolor used with the compocl STG is subject" to considerable
latitude.	 Vie prvst nt study has considered throe basic types of con-
centraiar. The first is a trough - like concentrator that possesses tapered l
and slanting sides and leas a square or reciangu[ar cross-section. The
second type of concentrator considered is a truncated cone. The third
type of concentrator considered on the present study is a parabolic con-
cent• rator. Although all of these different types of concentrators have r.9	
t
been considered, for convenience, most of il,e parametric analyses 	 F'
t
conducted for t-he compact- STG design have utilized the truncated cone
t e concentrator. In addition to the solar concentrators, the present
study has also in a cursory manner addressed itself to the use of a Fresnel
lense. It trust be emphasized that' a number of possibilities obviously
exist for the type of solar concentrator used in con t unct•ion with the STGyp	 ^	 ^
and that the present- study has nol • considered the advantages or disadvantages
of each type; the selection of a truncated cone type concentrator for t-lie
built of the studies conducted oil
	
present program is more a matter
of convenience than the result , of exhaustive investigation of solar con-
centrators. It is envisioned that prior to the selection of any One type
of concentrator for an actual STG, considerable further studies willlhave
to 6-_ performed in terms of concentrator effectiveness, its weight and the
amenability of its use in a space application. The thennal insulation
assumed to surround the thermoelectric generator is a fibrous insulation
of the type also assumed for [lie flat-plale type STG, namely an insulation
of the Min-K series. The compact STG design concept is schematically
illustrated in f= igure 2.
The number of thermocouples, N, needed in the STG in order to
produce a load voltage of FL is given by:
n^I -tr^i)L• l.
N mSAT
	
(22)
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li• is no t ed in Eq. (2 9 ) Ihat Ihc, lemperaiura di ffe fence across 1110 Ilee mlo--
elemenls within each thermopile is an input quanl ity in flee dDI'LI' eination
(:jr Ilse number of thermocouples. The ratio of thermoelement length to
cross-sectioitnl area is calculated as follows:
L nCLSATM
A	 P(1-tna )p R
In this relationship, the power output of the STG is input as at independent
paramel•er, as is the number of thermopiles comprising the generator.
For any assumed length of the themeoelemenis, Eq. (23) enables the calc--
ulamon of theinnoclernenl • cross-sectional area, A. A number of the other
geomel•ric parameters of the interelemeni • insulation within each thermo-
pile and ilia thermopiles themselves have already been expressed in connection
with the proceeding section oil 	 f= lat-Plate STG concept. These geo-
metric parameters are subsequently used in the heat balance equations and
Ilia weight calculations of a compact STG. The electrical cu rrent flowing
tltrough the load may be expressed as:
(23)
IL= E 	
(24)
L
The value of ilia load current is used it) some of the following heal- co lc-
ulal•ions. First, the heal' conducted through Flee STG, including the the rneo-
elements and the internlemeni • insulation, C, K , is calculated as fellows:
Q K.- ^I [AkA . 2A
Is
 k f5 AT
	 (25)
The shunt heal-, Q S , conducted through the the=rmal insulation surrounding
Flee ileerteioc^leriric cjencrolor within the STG is calculated by means of the
following relationship;
f
S
I
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where wS is the width of the thermal insulation and S G is the side width
of the thermoelectric generator. The side width of the thermoelectric
generator is calculated from a knowledge of the total number of thermo-
piles within the generator and the side width of each thermopile by means
of the relationship:
1
S G— [M] 2 S T p	 (27)
The amount of heat absorbed at the hot junctions of the thermocouples
by means of the Peltier effect, Q P , is expressed as follows:
NibSTH
QP^ n -	 (2$)
The Joule heat, Q J , generated within the thermocouples is taken into
account by assuming that one--half of it flows to the thermocouple hot
junctions:
QJ= '^ nL	 (29)
A combination of the various heat terms yieids the total heat required
to be input to the STG. This may be express as:
QT= Q K+QS+Q P-Q J	 (30)
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!t was noted above dial , t•he calculation is performed by assuming a value
of temperature difference across the thermoelenienis within the STG.
An inspection of Eq. (28) indicates that the liol 4 unction temperature of
ill  I'llermoelements is also ail assumed input- variable. Using these two
quant ities it is now possible to define the temperature of the radiator which
rejects waste heat from the STG:
Ti,=
 TH_ AT(l+P)	 (33
Using the thus determined radiator temperature, along with the total heat
required of the STG and its power out-put, the cross-sectional area of the
radiator is immediately ► vbtained by means of the relationship:
Q -- I'
Aft-
	
	
T 
=l•	 ^	 (32)Cr C R 
IT 
R _ TA ]
If it is assured that the radiator possesses a square cross--section, the side
width of the radiator is simply the square root of the radiator area:
I
S (A 2	 (33)
The effective cross-sectional area of the solar concentrator in the plane
perpendicular to the solar flux, AC , may be written as:
	
1	
QT+ Q C GAG [
Tli+ ), AT]
 
4
Where C G is the emissivity of file top surface of the ihemnoelectr is general-or
and AG is the total cross--sectional area of the thermoelect ric generator.
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Assuming the generator to also possess a square cross-section, the fatter
quantity may be expressed as:
2
AG=SG
Assuming the solar concentrator to be of the form of a truncated cone;
its large diameter, DC, may be expressed as:
A 2
DC
- 2[ C]	 (36)
The above equations essentially characterize the determination of an
overall STG configuration for required performance. Using this config-
uration, it is now possible to calculate the weight of the STG. However,
before this is done, it is necessary to establish a few more configurational
terms for the solar concentrator. These terms do not pertain to STG
performance but rather enable the determination of concentrator weight
and thereby also the total weight of the STG. The small diameter of
the solar concentrator, DCS , may be expressed as:
DCS ` FC DC ,	 (3?)
where F  is the ratio of the small diameter to the big diameter of the
concentrator cone. The height of the solar concentrator, HC, is given by
HC= 2 [DC - DCS tan 6	 ,	 (38)
where the angle S pertains to the angle that the sides of the concentrator
make with respect to the plane of the thermoelectric generator.
I
(35)
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where tC is the thickness of the concentrator and 6C is the density
of file material used for the concentrator. The weight of file thermo-
electric generator, WO , is identical to the total weight of the thermo-
piles, WT I,; as given by Eq. (16) if M D and N D are replaced by M and N. ^ t
Assuming that the thickness of the thermal insulation s tS, is identical
to the height of each thermopile, H Tp , as given by Eq. (7), to total.
weight of the thermal insulation, WS , may be expressed as:
D	 2	 fa
S	 DC	 C G L  S
where SS is the density of the thermal insulation. The weight of the
radiator is given by the expression:
S
WR 2 AGIt RI-t ROJ TAR [`'RO+tRII	 (41)
where t RI represents the thickness of the outer periphery of the radiator
and t RO represents the thickness of the radiator immediately underneath
the thermoelectric generator. It is noted that Eq. (41) implies a tapered
radiator which possesses different thicknesses in different locations;
Phis assumption enables an approximate weight optimization of the
radiator. The total weight of the STG, W T, is obtained through the
summation of the individual weight terns given above:
^.
•1
^i
lr	 ^-
4
Where W
	
represents an extraneous weight that accounts for components 	 1E^
and structural members not included within the above calculations of
individual components weights. 	 The specific power, PS, of the STC	 ^_,	 Ei
is defined as:.	 }
9
P	 1 PSW	1N	 I
T
(43)	 €
C.	 Multi-Concentrator Distributed STG Design 	 `-	 I h
The third STG design concept combines some of the features of	 #
each of the other two designs, the flat-plate STG design and the compact
STG	 t design.	 In this design concep , the thermopiles are distributed	 ig	 9	 P•	 P 
across the face of the radiator much as they are in the fiat-plate STG
(	 r
design.	 On the other hand, rather than using flat solar collectors Tr `
as they do in the flat-plate STG design, each thermopile in the third• F
STG design concept utilizes an individual solar concentrator. 	 The
advantage of this design concept is chat the single, relatively large 	 ,	 r -1
solar concentrator is reduced to a great number of small concentrators.;.
and therefore the STG assumes an overall panel-like configuration.'"'``'
At the some time, however, it retains all of the advantages associated with
a STG design based on the use of a solar concentrator.	 The main advantage
of a solar concentrator is that the reradiation area of the hot face of the
STG is essentially reduced to the combined area of all of the thermo-
piles rather than the total area of the STG facing the sun, as it is in the
flat-p[at STG design. 	 The reduction of the reradiation area enables a
r
23	 F4
b ^^
Rsignificant decrease in the total cross-sectional area of the STG and
therefore results in a more compact and a lighter weight system. It
is especially the last consideration that is important because it is weight
that is the primary optimization criterion in the design of components
intended for use on spacecraft.
The mathematical model to be used in conjunction with the distributed
type STG design that uses a large number of individual solar concentrators
is essentially identical to that of the compact STG design discussed
in Part B or this section. In fact, exactly the same model can be used
if the number of thermopiles, M, is set to unity and if the power output,
P, is divided by the number of thermopiles that it is intended to use
r	 in the total STG. The latter number can be selected randomly in such
a way that the power produced by each thermopile is set at some reasonable
value or it can be determined through an optimization of the specific
power of the STG in terms of the number of thermopiles contained by it.
The use of the previously defined mathematical model thereby enables the
optimization of a unit cell or distributed type STG that uses a great
number of individual solar concentrators. she overall STG design is
determined by using the required number of such cel Is to provide the
desired total output power of the STG. This STG design is schermatically
illustrated in Figure 3.
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Ill.	 T1-lERMOELf.C'TRIC TLCHNOLOGY SLi_FC11ON
A number of dirferenl thermoclectric 1c:chnoloyies exist and arc currently
in use in various thermoelectric energy -onversion applicalions. Probably the
three.most common of such technologies involve the use of either bismulh telluride,
lead lelluride or silicon-germanium alloys. A fourth technology, that based on
copper and gadolinium ^elenide, is presently in development- and should be avail-
able for practical use within the Foreseeable future. Each of these thermoelectric
technologies is characterized by a range of operating temperatures under which
Ilia material can be considered useable. Considerable differences exist in the
temperature ranges of useability of these materials. For example, bismuth tel-
luride is useful at temperatures around room lemper•atute and up to some 3000C C.
Lead telluride can be used from room temperature up to about 500 0C if it is not
hermetically scaled in order to prevent malerial loss by sublimation; if sealed,
the material may be used up to about 600 0C. Silicon-germanium alloys are useful
	
. t :A
from room temperature up to 10000C. Allhough the selenides are not useable
as at high temperature as are silicon-germanium alloys, they do exhibit an inherently
higher capability of converting heat to clectr • icHy, i.e. they are inherently More
efficient than the silicon-germanium alloys.
The conversion efficiency of a thermoelectric material can be approx-
imately expressed by:
71 = 7l Z aT
	 (44)
where Z is a quantity known as the figure-of-merit that solely depends on basic
material characteristics, and AT is the temperalure difference across which the
material is operated. The most widely used thermoelectric materials are depicted
in Figure 4 in terms of their figures-of-merit as a funclion of ternperalure.	 It
is noted in f = igure 11 that bismuth telluride possesses t1r, highest figure-of--merit
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Of any Of t'lle ct3rmrnonly used thermocle.ctric materials. 	 Inasmuch as its useful
temperature range, however, is relatively small, at) inspection Of Eq.(44) indicates
that the conv ersion efficiency available with this material is only of 1110 order of
.M
four 10 five percent, and even this only if the cold side of the material is operated
essentially at- room temperature. As will be apparent	 below, in a space system,
which is normally optimized for minimum %veight, it is impractical to operate a
thermoelectric system with its cold side much below 300 to 400 OC . For this reason
it is concluded immediately that bismuth telluride is not a viable candidate for
use in a STG. Essentially the some conclusion can be drawn in regard to lead
telluride. Even though the material is capable of higher temperature operation
than is bismuth telluride, its useful range of operating temperatures in a STG
spans only some 200 to 3000C. Even though this range of operating termperatures
enables Il,e obtainment of conversion efficiencies approximately comparable to
those possible with the best bismuth telluride systems, this can only be accomplished
by maintaining the cold side tempo miure at relatively low values. At those cold
side temperature values, the overall system weight is not comparable to that pos-
sible with the remaining Iwo thermoelectric materials, namely the selenides cnd
silicon-germanium alloys. For this reason lead telluride ccn also be rejected
as a possible candidate for use in STGs.
Having rejected bismuth bismuth telluride and iced telluride as non-
competitive in a STG application, it remains to consider the two other thermo-
electric materials, nar,iely the se l nides and the silicon-germanium allays. Inasmuch
as both of these materials are capable of fairly high temperature operation, it is
necessary to consider botl, materials in some detail prior to the selection of one
'C'
as the material on which to base the remainder of the study. As already noted,
silicon-germanium alloys are capable Of Oile'ratlarl Lip 1 0 temperatures of 1000 0C.
The selenides are normally considered to be capable of operation up to about 8000C,
althougl, effarls are being made to use this material at 	 terr,peratur e^s up to
9000C. If possible, this can only be done by using sublimation inhibition cositings
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on the material. Even though the use of the selenides at 9000C is questionable,
the present consideration of thermoelectric materials does include that temperature,
-as wel I as the temperature of 8000C, as possible hot side temperatures of SIGs
based on selenides.	 For comparison, silicon-germanium alloys are con-
sidered at both of these temperatures, as well as at the temperature of IOOOoC.
It should be noted that the operation of silicon-germanium alloys at 1000 00 has
been repeatedly proven in practice and therefore no question exists as to the use-
ability of silicon-germanium alloys at all of the hot side operating temperatures
considered in this study.
Using simplified STG design concepts, parametric performance and
weighs- analyses were conducted on SIGs based on silicon-germanium alloys and
the selenides. These analyses were performed for a STG operating distance of
0.45 AU from the sun because it is this distance that represents the worst--case
operating environment for the STG in the contemplated Mercury orbiter mission.
The simplified design concepts are essentially based on a STG that uses a solar
concentrator, such as the STG represented by the mathematical model in Section
II B. The simplified model assumes a solar concentrator, a thermoelectric con-
verter, surrounding thermal insulation and a radiator. Extraneous structural
members were not included in this preliminary comparative analysis because the
intent of the analysis is only to select a thermoelectric technology which will
then be subjected to detailed analyses which consider all structural members in
detail. It was assumed for the purposes of the preliminary analysis that STGs
using both technologies must be capable of producing 300 watts of electrical
power at a load voltage of 32 volts when operating at 0.45 AU from the sun.
For convenience of analysis, it was assumed that neither system experiences elec-
trical losses; this assumption tends to penalize the silicon-germanium alloy system
because i is thissystem that generally exhibits lower electrical losses. It should
also be noted that the neglect of structural members from the weight analysis also
penalizes the silicon--germanium alloy system because unlike the selenides, in
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a STG application, silicon-Oer►7loniunl alloy thermopiles act as their owil structural
members without- the creed for extraneous supporting components. The se lenide
system, on Ilia other hand, requires fairly elaborate extraneous structural support
because the selenides cannot be
 nla ieal lurg ica lly bonded and are narinal ly used
in conjunction with springs and various retainers. The simplified analysis, therefore,
is interesting from the standpoint of sliowning the relative merits of Ilia two tech-
nologies, wiih a heavy bias towards the se;lenides. If, in fact, the silicon-germanium
alloy STG concept proves more advantageous under these conditions, then there
is absolutely no question as to its superiority because in actual practice the superiority
will be considerably greater titan here illustrated. This is especially true in view
of the for superior mechanical cliaracteristics of silicon-germanium alloys and
their insensitivity to operating environment- and fabrication techniques. This latter
factor of course lends itself towards enhanced system reliability. The results of
the aforementioned parametric analyses on file two types of STG ore illustrated in
Figure 5 in terms of specific power as a function of STG cold side operating temp-
erature for various values of hot side operating temperature. Figure 5 shows the
results for 601-11 the silicon-germanium alloy as well as the selenide STG. The
specific power has been normalized to 100 percent for the maximum value found
throughout the analysis because actual specific power values are somewhat mean-
ingless in view of the simplifying assumptions. It is noted in Figure 5 that the
analyses for the silicon--germanium alloy STG have been performed at the three
hot side operating temperatures of 800, 900 and 10000C. The analyses for the
selenide STG have been performed at 800 and 900 0C. For each hot side operating
temperature for both technologies, the specific power optimizes for a definite
cold side operating temperature in the range of about- 300 to 450 aC. For Ilia
same hot side operating temperature, it- is noted that the specific power of the
silicon--germanium alloy STG optimizes at a higher cold side temperature than it
does for the selenide STG. Similarly, it is noted that at identical hot- side operating
temperatures, the silicon--germanium alloy STG invariably results in higher optimum
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specific power. This is primarily due to ilia fact that ilia thermoelectric generator
of the silicon -germanium alloy STG is significantly lower in weight than the sele-
nide generator; the densities of silicon-germanium alloys and the selenides differ
by more than a foci-or of two. In fact, even though the selenides exhibit a higher
figure-of-merit and hence conversion efficiency, the consequent reduction in
radiator and concentrator weights are more than compensated by the increased
thermoelectric generator weight. If attention is now drawn to the fact that the
silicon--germanium alloy STG is capable of operation at a hot ,
 side temperature
of IOOOoC, it is obvious that the optimum specific power attainable with a silicon--
germanium alloy STG is far in excess of that obtainable with a selenide STG,
especially if it is remembered that the results of ilia analysis depicted in Figure 5
are somewhat biased towards the selenides. It is of interest, and possibly some-
what surprising, that even at the some hot side operating temperature the results
indicate the superiority of the silicon-germanium alloy STG.
In view of the above findings and the fact that silicon-germanium alloys
have been repeatedly proven in actual practice at operating temperatures as high
as 10000C, it is obvious that q STG intended for use in a space mission should
be based on silicon-germanium alloys and not oil the selenides or any other currently
available thermoelectric technology. For this reason, all subsequent analyses
performed in detail on the present study pertain strictly to the use of silicon-
germanium alloys in STGs. Silicon-germanium alloy technology is not only superior
to any other thermoelectric technology when used in a STG, but it is fully developed
and therefore a STG based on it may be essentially considered as stare-of-the--art;
no basic development effort is necessary, as it would be with the selenides, if
it is decided to use such a STG in space.
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IV.	 SILICON-GERMANIUM ALLOY STG DESIGN ANALYSff "OR'^UAt',iT4
In the preceding section it was concluded that the state-of-the--art
thermoelectric technology that offers the greatest potential of a high reliability
and low weight STG is that based on the use of silicon-germanium alloys. As a
result of this conclusion, the bull. of all design analyses performed on the present
program have been restricted to the silicon-germonium alloy thermoelectric tech-
nology. Inasmuch as even within the silicon-germanium technology, different
state--of-ihe-art approaches exist, it was further necessary to decide which of these
would be most applicable for use in a STG. The two main approaches involved the
so--called Air-Vac technology in which silicon-germanium alloy thermocouples
are fairly bully and are used singly. This means that a large number of such .
thermocouples are required in a system that is intended to provide fairly substantial
amount of power at a load voltage typically required in space applications. The
Other approach uses multi-thermocouple thermopiles which are monolithic un its
and contain a large number of silicon--germanium alloy thermocouples that possess
extreme geometrical configurations; each thermocouple possesses an extremely
small cross-sectional area, while its height 15 comparable to that used for Air--Vac
type thermocouples. Even though each thermopile of this latter approach provides
fairly small values of power output, in fact, values comparable to those produced
by each Air-Vac thermocouple, the load voltage produced is that required or the
spacecraft. This means that all of the thermopiles of the letter type can be connected
in a parallel arrangement, thereby providing extreme electrical redundancy within
the STG _ Moreo',ier, the thermopiles of the latter approach being monolithic
units, are totally encased within an electrical insulator. This means that the
possibility of electrical shorting between thermopiles is practically impossible
and, morover, the sublimation of the thermoelectric material that is sometimes ex-
perienced in high temperature operation is practically totally eliminated. Based
on these considerations, it is fairly obvious that the second mentioned design approach
for sil icon-germanium technology is more advantageous and is therefore the
33
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preferred design approach; namely, that- in whichic  each thermopile contrains a great 	 I
number of individual thermocouples. A]I detailed design analyses on the present
	 {
program have therefore been performed with thermopiles of that type. It should
be mentioned, that thermopiles of this type have previously been extensively used
in a variety of thermoelectric applications, most noteably in radioisotope thermo-
electric generators. As a consequence, considerable practical experience exists
with thermopiles of this type and it may be considered that the use of such thermo-
piles in a STG does not require any technology development.
The object of the present study is the design of a STG for use an a
spacecraft in a Mercury orbiter mission. It is envisioned that the spacecraft is
launched from Earth to Mercury and placed in a near circular orbit around Mercury
in the plane of the orbit of Mercury around the sun. The orbit of the spacecraft
around Mercury is assumed to have a period of 90 minutes, with the spacecraft
at an altitude of 105 kilometers above the surface of the planet. Being in that
type of an orbit, the spacecraft therefore will experience direct sunlight during
one half of each of its orbits and will be shielded from the sun by the planet during
the other half of each orbit. While the spacecraft is within direct sunlight, the
STG will be facing the sun on its one side and will be facing the relatively hot
surface of the planet on its other side. Whi le the spacecraft is eclipsed by the
planet, one side of the STG faces the planet, while the other side faces outer
space; inasmuch as the back side of the planet Mercury is very cold in comparison
to the side facing the sign, for calculational convenience, it may be assumed that
both sides of the STG are facing a heat sink representative of outer space. In view
of these considerations, it is apparent that during each of its orbits around Mercury,
the STG is subjected to a variety of thermal conditions. Moreover, inasmuch as
the orbit of Mercury around the sun is quite eccentric, varying between 0.30 and 0.45 AU
from the sun, the variability of the thermal conditions imposed upon the spacecraft
and the STG is even more extreme . Cesion analyses of STG performance must
therefore address themselves to each of these conditions in order that the selected
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design satisfy prtf01-rr1cnc0 requiren,c:nts uzidei all conceivable STG operating con-
diIlons.
Most of 1 110 p:.rcnuv irlc dusi^;it sle,dies c G nductt=tl on k.he, i,iosenl prugrum
have assumed steady state operaling conditions for the STG at distances of 0.30
io 0.45 AU from tho sun. the results of 11-.0 se unalysez,	 Gncl•lCd lluv selc:ctican
of a recomine ride d STG design. This design hus tht:•n beers	 to the dynamic
condilions onvision(d not only doling each orbit of tvierc:ury, but also for the orbital
period of Mcicury uround the sun. The results of the steady state parametric
design analyses ate discussed in this scctic,n; Oic dynamic perfoir,i 'ancc of a tie., I cted
STC; design are discussed in a su6equent section. All studies have been based on
the assumption that the STG must be capable of producing 300 wafts of electrical
power at- a load voll-age of 32 volts. Inasmuch as efficiency is of no importance
to a STG, incident solar heat does not represent any economic cons idc>rationsr
all design analyses of the present study have been oplirnizvd %Kith tebpect to total
STG weight; it is obviously impoilant for the STG to fx,ssnss as law a weight as
possible.
Power source designs ate !generally evoked for the worst -case operating
conditions envisioned for the life of the power source. This is truf, of STGs as
well as other types of power sources. Although during its total mission to Mercury,
the worst-case ope=rating conditions of the STC= may be considered the transit
period from Earth to tMercury because of the great distances from the sun, the riescni•
study considers the worst-case to be tho operation cf the STG at a distance of
0.45 AU from the sun. This is the farthest distance attained by Mcic-ury from the
sun and therhforc during the orbital period of Wicuty, the STG may be considotvd
to produce less power at that distance From the sun than during eItlivr portions of 3
its mission. The STG design evolved from thO Prc.c'r1t study, the-reft,ru, has bt,'0111
optimized for operating at 0.45 AU from they sun. For cs,rnF^IctG,rc-ss,hu^^^^ver,
Clio study l,as also uddic^scJ iheIf to alt Gtliet distc.nccs bet%vven 0.30 and 0.45 AU
front llte: still. Morcover, for selectcd de^i 4,ns, the ovdy has ok-o considered the
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performance of the STG at all distances between 0.30 and 1 .0 AU from the sun;
the latter distance, of course, represents the distance of the Carth from the sun.
In the parametric STG design studies, it is assumed chat all surfaces
exposed to the incident solar flux, except the surface of the concentrator, possess
absorptivity values of 0.85 and emissivity values of 0.10. This applies to the
solar collectors used in the flat-plate STG design as well as to the surface of the
thermopiles in both the compact type and the distributed solar concentrator STG
designs. The surface of the concentrator is assumed to possess perfect reflectivity.
All surfaces of the STG facing a\-.,ay from the sun are assumed to possess emissivity
t	
values of 0.85 and absorptivity values of 0.10. In particular, these values are
'	 assigned to the radiator of each STG design.
As mentioned in the Introduction and discussed in some detail in Secion 11,
the present study on the use of a STG in a Mercury orbital mission addresses itself
primarily to three separate STG designs. These designs include a flat-plate type
STG which uses flat solar collectors for each individual thermopile within the STG,
a compact STG that uses a single solar concentrator for all of the thermopiles
within the STG and a STG design that utilizes individual solar concentrators for
each thermopile within the STG. Although the bulb of the present study hcs been
devoted to these three STG designs, a fourth design has also been considered,
although in not as great a detail as the three designs just mentioned. The fourth
STG design considers a cylindrical thermoelectric generator which obtains its
heat by means of a centrally located heat pipe that is attached to a solar concentrator.
Whereas the results of the design analyses on the first three STG designs are pre-
sented in detail, consideration of the Icst mentioned design is somewhat cursory.
A. Flat-Plate STG Design
Using the equations given in Section II A, parametric analyses
were conducted on the flat--plate STG. The parametric analyses were
conducted v,, i th respect to the solar collector area of the STG, individual
thermoelement cross-sectional erect and thermaelement length. The
36
aptimization parameter in each case is the specific po%ver (watts per	 t:
pound) of a STG that produces 200 watts of electrical power at a load
voltaede of 3 '` volts. Fach ortivnization parameter is varied indepen-
dently, with the overcall o tinarzction occompllshed in a step „ r ise pro-
cedure. In other t.or•:s, values are cssumed initially for thormoeleme;nt
length and cross-sectional area and the collector area is optimized
for these values. h-laintaining the collector area at its optimized value,
the individual theimoelenient cross-sectional area is then varied across
a rank: of values. The cross-sectional area that yields the highest
value of specific power for the STG is then selected and subsequent	 , I
analyses maintain thermoelem4nt cross-sectional area at that value.
With the solar collector area cnd thermoelement cross-sectional area
maintained at their optimi-z ed ,clues, the thermoelement length is
varied in order to dcteririne its optimum value. after this last optinki--
zation step, the STG is considered to have been optimized and the
design that <<:es the thus optimized values of collector area, thermoelement
cross-sectional area and tb rnkeelement Icngth represent the optimized
design. It should be noted that a variety of other paramcters of the STG
could also be varied in an even more regorous optimization procedure.
This tics not been done because most of the ctiher parameters con-
tribute less to the optimization of STG design than the three parameters
here considered. It should be noted that prior to the final optimization
procedure, some analyses were conducted with respect to the number of
thermopiles to be used within the STG. Inasmuch as overall STG s%-eight
is only slic^tly dependent on the number of themiopiles, this number
was fixed at 100 for the final optimization. It should also be mentioned
that the obscrptivity and emissivity characteristics of the hot and cold
side heat eNOicngers of tike STG have a drastic effect on overall STG
size and weic!it. The o!-scrptiv;ty and emissivity va lu e s used in the
f	 t	 4	 -L	 l	 t	 `._	 1..
-^7
0"
present study, 0.85 and 0.10 for the hot side Beat exchanger and 0.10
and 0.85 for the cold side keat exchanger, represent the most optimistic
values that can be fairly conveniently obtained in practice. These
values also result in the smallest and lowest weight STG design.
The cptimization of the flat-plate type STG is illustrated in Figures
6 to 8 in terms of plots of STG specific power as a function of total	 1,:P
solar collector area, individual thermoelement cross -sectional area
and thermoelement length. All of the points on each plot in Figures
6 to 8 pertain to a STG power output of 300 watts at a load voltage
of 32 volts, with the STG directly facing the sun at a distance of 0.45 AU
from 1t. It is noted in Figure 6 that the specific pourer maximizes for
a total solar collector area of about 100 cm2 per thermopile_
	
Assuming
the STG to possess a square configuration, this area corresponds to a
panel having a side width of about 84.4 inches. The total thickness
of the STG is less than one inch. The optimization of STG with respect
to thermoelement cross-sectional area in Figure 7 indicates that optimum
thermoelement cross-sectional area is approximately 1 .0 x 10
-3
 square
centimeters. Inasmuch as this very value was used in the collector area
optimization shown in Figure 6, it is rioted that the optimum specific
power in Figures 6 and 7 is essentially identical. Figure 8 shows STG
specific power as a function of thermoelement length. It is noted that
STG weight is a minimum for a thermoelement length of about 0.8 centimeter.
Inasmuch ns a thermoelement length of 1 .0 centimeter was used in the
optimization depicted by Figures 6 and 7, it is noted that fixing of
thermoelement length at 0.8 centimeter results in a slight weight saving
or higher value of specific power than the value obtained in Figures 6 and 7.
The results of the optimization of the flat-plate STG have  been
translated into a reference design for operation at a distance of 0.45 AU
from the sun. The performance and configurational parameters of the
38
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resuliant STG design are summcrized in Table 1 . It muss- be emphasized
that the performance values given for the flat-plate type reference
design STG in Table 1 only pertain to the operation of the STG at a
distance of 0.45 AU from the sun. At other distances from the sun,
the STG performance considerably differs from that at 0.45 AU from the
sun. This is illustrated in Table 2 in terms of the peak power output,
load voltage at peak power, power output at 32 volts and the hot and
cold side temperatures of the reference design STG as a function of the
distance from the sun. It is noted in Table 2 that although the STG
produces 300 watts of electrical power at its designed distance of
0.45 AU from the sun, at other distances from the sun, the power
output is considerably different. For example, upon leaving the
Earth, the STG produces only some 20 watts of electrical power.
As the STG approaches the sun, this value rapidly increases until
at its closest approach to the sun, 0.30 AU from the sun, it produces
in excess of 900 watts of electrical power. A similar observation can
be made in regard to the load voltage at peak power output of the STG.
The temperatures of the STG ore also significantly dependent on the
distance of the STG from the sun. Upon leaving the Earth, the hot and
cold side temperatures of the STG are both between 100 and 200 0C .
At the design distance of 0.45 AU from the sun, the hot side temperature
of the STG has risen to about 4700C, while the cold side temperature
is about 27000. At its closest approach to the sun, these two temperatures
have risen to in excess of 700 and 350eC, respectively. It should be noted
that all of the performance and temperature values shown in Table 2 assume
that the STG faces the sun directly. 	 It is of interes f , therefore, that
even at its closest approach to the sun, the STG operates at temperatures
significantly below the maximum permissible temperatures of silicon--
germanium alloy thermoelectric technology 	 It is considered that this
fact provides a considerable reliability margin to a flat-plate STG.
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TABLE 1
r
Flat-Plate STG Dimti:nsions and f crForm ance
Number of Tkei-mocouples p4r Thermopile
Number of Thermopiles per Cenerotor ail,
Tl1er'moel+=ritient Side 1^rdth -milsr' 'i12.4 ^.
Thermoelement Lengilr - cm 0.8
STG Surface Area - square feet 53.4
STG Side Length - inches 87.7
STG Thickness - inch 0.45
STG Weight - pounds 114.7
Optimum Specific Power"' - watts per pound 2.64
P 3
Optimum Power per Unit Area * - watts per square foot 5.65
C .ti v
Power Output's - watts 300.0
Load Voltage's -volts 32.0:"<..
Collector Temperature' - Centigrade 470.5
Radiator Temperature* - Centigrade 273.0 ^:4
*	 All Performance Values pertain to STG operation
at a distance of 0.45 AU from the sun with the
STG directly facing the sun.
i`
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TABLE 2
Flat-Plate STG Performance* As a Function Of Its Distance From The Sun
Distance Collector Radiator Peale Power Voltage at Power Output Optimum Optimum
From Sun Temperature Temperature Output Peals Power at 32 Volts Specific Power Area Power
AU 0 °C Watts volts watts watts/lb watts/ft2 :	 t.
1.00 157.8 107.5 19,6 7.4 0,17 0.37
0.70 272.3 176.9 70.7 14.1 ^- 0.b2 1 .32 -
0.50 416.7 249.4 216.8 24.8 198.8 1.89 4.05
0.45 470.5 273.0 302.5 29.3 300.0 2.64 5.65 ...'
0.40 535.5 299.8 430.6 35.0 427.4 3.75 8.05 a.°
0.35 615.6 330.5 630.2 42.3 592.6 5.49 11.78
0.30 716.4 366.0 951.9 52.1 810.3 8.30 17.79
0.25 846.9 407.9 1494.6 65.2 1107.5 13.03 27.94
0.20 1022.7 458.9 2464.2 83.7 1524.7 21.49 46,06
* Optimized for STG operation at a distance of 0.45 AU
	 s„
from the sun; all values pertain to a STG orientation
in which the STG directly faces the sun.
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Its only drawback is the relatively low specific power of between 2,5
and 3,0 watts per pound, finally, in order to obtain the calculated
performance of the STG, it is obvious that the STG must al%vays be
aimed directly at the sun. For this reason, if use is made of a flat--
plate type STG, it will be necessary to also make use of a sun sensor that
maintains the orientation of the STG in such a way that it always points
to the sun.
From the performance figures shown in Table 2, it is apparent that
the flat-plate S1'G will produce considerably in excess of its design power
th roughou t much of its mission. This, however, is quite acceptable
because nearly half of its mission time is spent behind the planet Mercury
and during that portion of its mission, the STG will produce very little
electrical power*. Inasmuch as the spacecraft power requirement
quite likely remains relatively constant at the design power value, the
excess power produced by the STG during its mission can be used to
keep storage batteries charged so that the storage batteries can be used
to power the spacecraft while it is eclipsed by the planet during each
of its orbits. If the STG produces excess power even after spacecraft
and storage battery requirements are met, it is possible to dump such
excess by means of a shunt. Moreover, by operating the STG at the
fixed voltage of 32 volts, the power production of the STG will be main-
tained relatively fixed at the 300 watt power output level. In fact,
if this is done, and it is also necessary to obtain power for storage batteries,
it will be necessary to increase the size of the STG. Whatever course is
actively followed depends on the detailed power requirement profile of
the mission and the type of power storage used by the spacecraft.
The dynamics of STG performance v,+ithin any given orbit
of Mercury are discu_•sed in Section V.
45
The configuration of Ilic reference design STG is illustrated in
Figure 9 in terms of the cross-section of a unit cell of the STG. The
dimensions of the STG components shown in Figure 4 are in their proper
proportion, although all dimensions have been scaled.
B. Compact STG Design With Single Concentrator
4
Using the mathematical model discussed in Section ll t3, parametric
design analyses were conducted for the compact STG design that utilizes
a single solar concentrator. Just as in the case of the flat-plate STG,
the assumption was made that tine compact STG with a single solar con-
centraior of the STG always directly faces the sun. Similarly, the design
calculations have been performed for tile STG operating at a distance
of 0.45 AU from the sun, the farthest distance from the sun attained by
the STG while orbiting the planet Mercury. Additionally, the assumption
that the hot and cold side heat exchangers possess absorptivity and emis-
sivity values identical to those assumed for the flat-plate STG has also
been made. The solar concentrator has been assumed to possess perfect
reflectivity.
The optimization procedure involves optimization with respect to
thermopile hot side operating temperature, the temperature difference
across the thermopile and the thickness of the solar concentrator. The
reason for detailed optimization with respect to the thickness of the
solar concentrator is that it was found that it is the solar concentrator
that contributes the bulk of the weight of the STG. Assuming the solar
concentrator and the radiator to be made of beryllium and maintaining
the concentrator thickness at 0.25 inch, it was found that STG specific
power does not possess an optimum for operating temperatures up to 1000C;
the specific power increases as a functiob of increasing hot side operating
temperature. This is illustrated in Figure 10 intemns of a plot of STG
specific power as a function of STG hot side temperature. The reason
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that the optimization procedure has not been taken beyond the hot side
operating of 10000C is that it is this temperature that is considered the
maximum operating temperature for silicon-germanium alloy thermo-
piles in reliable long life operation. It is noted in Figure 10 that the
specific power values possessed by the STG are considerably higher
than those determined for the flat-plate STG in the proceeding section.
Still assuming that the solar concentrator possesses a thickness of
0.25 inch, the optimization of STG specific pov, , er as a function of the
temperature difference across individual thermopiles within the STG
is shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11 shows a plot of STG specific power
as a function of the temperature difference across the STG for the fixed
hot side operating temperature of 10000C. It is noted that the specific
power values obtained by the variation of the temperature difference
across the STG are somewhat higher than those determined by the variation
of hot side operating temperature in Figure 10. The reason for this is
that the latter optimization assumed the fixed temperature difference
of 5509C across the STG. As seen in Figure 11, STG specific power
actually optimizes for the temperature difference of neari; 6500C.
As already mentioned, inasmuch as the bulk of the weight of the compact
STG with a single concentrator resides within the concentrator, the
final optimization for this type of a STG was performed with respect
to concentrator thickness. Figure 12 shows STG specific power as a
function of the temperature difference across the STG for different values
of concentrator thickness. In all cases, it has been ossumed that the
STG operates at a hot side temperature of 100000. It is noted in Figure 12
that STG specific power has a considerable dependence on the thickness
of the solar concentrator. This is in keeping with the finding that the
bulk of the STG weight resides within the concentrator. In fact, it is
noted that a four-fold reduction in concentrator thickness to one-sixteenth
inch results in more than doubling the specific power of the STG. It
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is believed that a concentrator thickness of one-sixteenth inch is Cavite
. practicable from the standpoint of the rigidity and st;tngth of talc? con-
9
4 centrator.
	
It is also noted in Figure 12 that the reduction of cancers-
trator thickness is accompanied by a decrease in the temperature dif-
ference across the thermopiles within the STG that results in optimum
.
specific power.	 With a solar concentrator having a thickness of one-- 
sixteenth inch, the optimum specific power of the STG occurs at q
temperature difference of about 550°C.
	
At that temperature difference,
the STG possesses a specific power of about 11 to 12 watts per round.
	
t_
It is conceivable that an even higher value of specific power is possible 	 ;;p
if the concentrator does not possess a uniform thickness, but rather is
t
constructed with a rib-type structure that has a very thin reflector attached
to it.
	 It must be emphasized that the detailed solar concentrator design
f	 is beyond the scope of the present study and therefore has not been in- 	 fs'
" cluded in the present treatment.	 tr,
The detailed performance and configurational characteristics of the
compact STG design derived from the parametric analyses illustrated
	
q;.p	 9	 P	 y	 .: .
"
Fes:
by the data in Figures 10 to 12 are sumrncriZec in Table 3. 	 It is noted	 t
that all of the performance values given in Tc'atL 3 pertain to STG
operation at a distance of 0.45 AU from the sun, with the STG directly
pointed at the sun.
	 Inasmuch as closer approaches to the sun, such
	 r`.•9
^
t
^	 e
as those experienced by the STG during much of p is mission time around 	 i
Mercury, result in an increased incident solar flux, the hot side cf the
STG will heat to temperatures higher than 1000°C if the STG is main- 	 r
tained in a position directly pointing to the sun.
	
Because the silicon-	 ^Y
` germanium alloy technology contemplated for use on the STG possesses
	
t
a maximum temperature capability of 1000°C in long term operation,
it will be necessary to tilt the STG with respect to the sun to keep it
from overheating.
	 This means that only at its farthest distance from 	 i
t^
i
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TABLE 3
Compact STG Dimensions and Performance
Number of Thermocouples per Thermopile 	 339	 x
Number of Thermopiles per Generator
	 400
Thermoelement 5ide Width -- mils	 9.4	 k j'
Thermoelement Length - cin 	 1.0
	 t E ''
Concentrator Cross--sectional Area - square feet
	 10.67'` 
Concentrator Diameter -- inches 	 44.23
A	 s
Concentrator Height -- inches 	 40.95
STG Weight - pounds 	 26.31
o si
Specific Power* - watts per pound	 11 .40'`i
Power per Unit Collector Area* - watts per square foot
	 28.12
.j
Power Output* -- watts
	 300.0
Load Voltage* - volts
	 32.0
^4	
-1
Generator Hot Side Temperature* --Centigrade 	 1000
Radiator Temperature* -- Centigrade	 422
* All performance values pertain to STG operation at a
distance of 0.45 AU from the sun and wiI l remain
constant at closer distances to the sun if STG is tilted
(see Table 4).
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the sun, at 0.45 AU, will the STG directly face the sun. At oll other
points in the orbit of Mercury around the sun, the STG will be tilted
in such a way that the tilt angle increases with decreasing distance
from the sun. Table 4 summarizes the tilt angles necessary to maintain
the STG at the hot face temperature of 10009C at al I distances from the
sun during its orbit around Mercury. If the STG operating temperatures
are thus maintained at fixed values throughout its intended mission,
it is obvious that the performance of the STG will also remain constant.
In view of this, it will be necessary to overdesign the STG in order that
not only adequate power be available to the spacecraft directly from
the STG but also in order that power be available for maintaining adequate
charge in the storage batteries that are used during the eclipse portions
of each spacecraft orbit around Mercury.
A comparison of the performance and configurational data for the
flat--plate and compact STG indicates that the latter type STG possesses
a considerably higher specific power, ,
 and hence, a considerably
lower total weight, than the former type STG. Although this is certainly
true, the margin of weight difference reflected by the numbers in Tables
] and 3 is somewhat excessive because the flat-plate STG produces
considerable excess Power during most of the mission, while the compact
STG produces the design power throughout. As already stated, in the
actual mission, it will therefore be necessary to increase the size of
the compact STG in order that excess power for battery storage be avail-
able. This, of course, increases overall STG weight and reduces the
effective specific power of the compact STG. By the some token, it
may be possible to reduce the size of the flat-plate STG because of
the considerable amount of excess power it produces during most of its
mission time. This, of course, results in the two types of STG being
closer in size and weight than the numbers in Tables Z and 3 indicate.
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TABLE 4
. 	
STG Orientotion With Respect to Sun
Required for Constant Performance
Distance from Sun
	
STG Tilt Angle with
Respect to Sun
AU	 degrees
0.25	 72.0
0.30	 63.6
0.35	 52.8
0.40	 29.0
0.45	 0.0
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Cven wi th this being the case, it is never theless true that the corltpact
S'I'G will in all cases possess a lower weight than the Flea--plate SIG.
The priniar' y reason for this is 111v consid er ab ly Smal ler rcrad iation Surface }
area of the flat face of the compact STG as compared to the hot Face
of the flat-Male STG and the consecluenl ability to operate the former
STG at the maximum peimissible operating temperature of the silicon- !:,
germanium alloy technology; 	 the latter STG in all cases operates con-
t .^^	 k
siderably below that temperature, as can be seen in Table 2. 5:
Incism uc11 as th e use of a solar concentrator is clearly beneficial
Io the overall performance and weight of a STG it was decided that L=	 '
the most • advantageous STG configuration of al 	 might be one that combines R	 ^;
some features of both the flat-plate and the compact STGs. 	 Namely,p	 p	 Y r k :_.^ 
the utllizallon of individual miniature Solar Concentrators for each lhe l'ltlo- k 11;
pile in place of t he fiat solar collectors used in the flat -plato STG ;l
design would eatable I• lle retention of the attractive Features of a com-
pactSTG in a panel -like configuration.	 A panel-like config uration
of course offers an advantage over the compact type STG configuration
in its ability to be stored during transit from Earth to hAt-rcury and ease
of deploymunt upon injection into Mercury orbit. 	 A STG that utilizes
individual solar concentrators in a panel-like configuration will be
considered in terms of performance and configuration in the next section.
:M4
C. Panel -like STG Design With Multiple Solar Concentrators
In view of the findings of the parametric analyses performed on the
flat-plate and compact STGs, it was concluded at the end of the pro-
ceeding section that conceivably a STG design of considerable inlerest
would be one that combines certain Foatures of both of the other des'3ns.
This design is similar to the flat--plate STG design in that the thermo-
piles are uniformly distributed across one face of the radiator, with
rx
{	 ;.:.
thermal insulation separating the individual thermopiles. In place
of ilia flat solar collector atiached to each ' liermopi le, however, this
design concept makes use of miniature solar concentrators. These con-
centrators have the very same configuraiion as the solar concentrator
assumed for the compact STG design, except that each concentrator is
scaled to the heat input requirements of each individual thermopile;
there are, therefore, as many miniature solar concentrators as there
are thermopiles within the STG. The attachment of each concentrator
to its respective thermopile is very likely metallurgical.
Parametric design analyses on the distributed STG design that utilizes
individual solar concentrators for each thermopile were conducted by
using the mathematical model discussed in Section it C. As noted in
Section II C, the mathematical model is very similar to that used for the
compact STG design discussed in Section 11 B. The parametric analyses
essentially confirm the belief that the distributed STG design combines
the best features of both the flat--plate and the compact designs and,
in fact, results in the highest values of specific power of any of the
three different designs. The design calculations on the distributed STG
are more conservative than those made for the compact STG because
although it is assumed that the solar concentrators possess perfect reflectivity,
the thermopile hot faces are assigned absorptivity values of 0.50 and emis-
sivity values of 0.50. The radiator is assumed to possess an emissivity of
0.85 and an absorptivity of 0.10. It is also assumed that individual solar
concentrators represent truncated cones having the some relative dimensions,
in a scaled-down version, as the single solar concentrator used in she
compact STG design. Furthermore, it is assumed that Min-K 2020 thermal
insulation separates the individual thermopiles within the STG. The
thermopiles are the mult--thermoelement monolithic-type structures previously
discussed, i.e. each thermopile produces the load voltage of 32 volts
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directly. Both the solar concentrator and the radiator are assumed to be
constructed of beryllium. The solar concentrator is assumed to possess
a thickness of 0.010 inch. It should be noted that even though this is
a very small thickness, in the small sizes anticipated for il,e individual
solar concentrator, it is believed that the concentrator possesses adequate
rigidity and strength characteristics to withstand any environmental loading
that it may be subjected to during launch, transit to Mercury and deploy-
ment in Mercury orbit. If it is decided that beryllium is not suitable
for the concentrator, it can be easily replaced with a concentrator made
of some other metal. For example, tungsten or molybdenum would be
suitable materials for that purpose. It is recognized, of course, that
any replacement of beryllium as the solar concentrator material would
result in a somewhat heavier concentrator 6ecause beryllium possesses
a lower density Ilion any of the other materials that might be contemplated
for use. Inasmuch as in the distributed STG design the solar concentrator
weight is actually very small, the c ,, erall effect on the specific power
of the STG will be only nominal, with the STG weight increasing slightly
and the specific power decreasing accordingly.
The parametric design analyses on the distributed- type STG were
conducted as q function of STG hot side temperature, the temperature
differential across each thermopile within the STG and the operating
distance of the STG from the sun, In all cases it Naas assumed that the
STG faces the sun directly. As noted in connection with the compact
STG design, if over- temperaturing of the STG should present a problem
upon closer approaches to the sun than the design distance, it is possible
to tilt the STG in order to reduce the incident solar flux impinging
upon it. Figures 13 to 15 show plots of STG specific power as a function
of the temperature differential across individual thermopiles within the
STG for different values of operating distance from the sun. Figure 13
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shows STG operation at a hot side lemperature of 800 0C. Figures
14 and 15 show performance at hot side operating temperatures of 900
and 10000C. It is noted in Figures 13 to 15 that the specific power
increases v.ilh decreasing distance from the sun, as is to be expected.
It is also noted that for each hot side operating temperature and operating
distance from the sun specific power maximizes for a very definite value
of temperature differential across the thermopiles within the STG.
At any given operating hot sides temperature, the closer the STG is to
the sun, the lower isrhe temperature differential across the the=rmopiles
at which optimum specific power occurs. On the other hand, as the hot
side operating temperature of the STG increases, the temperature differ-
ential at which the optimum specific power occurs increases towards
higher values. Similarly, the specific power of the STG increases with
increasing hot side operating temperature. An inspection of Figure 15
reveals that specific power values for a STG hot side operating temper-
ature of 1000aC are considerably higher than those previously found for
either the flat--plate or the compact STG designs. For example, operating
at a distance of 0.45 AU from the sun, The STG possesses an optimum
specific power in excess of 22 watts per pound.
It is of interest to cross--plot the results of the parametric design
analyses on the distributed STG design that uses multiple solar concentrators.
This has been done in Figures 16 to 18 for the optimum specific power
point on each of the curves shown in Figures 13 to 15. Figure 16 shows
plots of optimum specific power as a function of STG operating distance
'from the sun at three different values of hot side operating temperature,
namely, 800, 900 and 1000aC. As is to be expected, it is noted in
Figure 16 that STG specific power increases with increasing hot side
operating temperature and decreases with increasing distance from the
sun. Figure 17 shows plots of STG cold side operating temperature
.1 ''l
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at its optimum specific power point as a function of distance from the sun
	 ?.
for thy: some three hot side opeto]ing temperatures displayed in Figure 16.
It is noted in Figure 17 that STG LO N side operating temperature is
	
t
proportional to its hot side opera] ing temperatwe. It is also noted
that the STG cold operating temperature that cone_ponds to optimum f
specific power decreases with increasing distance from the sun. Final ly,	 r ,:
Figure l3 shows lots of STG side width assumi n g the STG to possess9	 p	 g	 P 
a square cross--section, as a function of distance from the sun at different 	 I .
hot side opercting temperatures; the data in Figure 1$ again pertain to optimum
specific power of the STG.
Just as in the cases of the flat--plate and compact SIGs, a[I of the
data shown in Figures 13 to 1S pertain to a STG power output of 300
watts at a load voltage of 32 volts. Also, as in the previous cases, the
STG design selected for the distributed-type STG has been optimized
for operation at a distance of 0.45 AU from the sun. This represents
the farthest distance attained by the STG from the sun during its orbital
mission around Mercury. As previously stated, the hot side operating
temperature of the STG increases as the STG cp p roaches the sun cnd
therefore if the design operating hot side temperature at 0.45 AU is
maximized, as it is done here, the STG must be tilted at all points in
the orbit of Mercury except when Mercury is at its farthest distance
from the sun. The maximized hot side operating temperature assumed
for the STG is 10000C. As can be seen in Figure 16, this hot side op-
erating temperature corresponds to an optimum specific power of about
22 watts per pound at a STG operating distance of 0.45 AU from the sun.
The selected distriboted--type STG design is summarized in tern-.s of
configurational and performance parameters in Table 5. The operating
and performance data in Table 5 correspond to STG operation at 0.45 AU
from the sun and these data remain constant at closer approaches to
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rR TABLE 5
Distributed STG Dimensions and Performance
Number of Thermocouples per Thermopile 	 388
Number of Thermopiles per Generator 	 144
Thermoelement Side Width - mi IF	 14.6
Thermoelement Length - cm	 1.0
Individual Concentrator Diameter -- inches 	 5.27
Individual Concentrator Height - inches 	 4.88
STG Cross-sectional Area - square feet 	 27.73
STG Height - inches 	 5.41
STG Weight - pounds	 13.53
Specific Power * - watts per pound 	 22.17
Power per Unit Area 	 watts per square foot 	 10.82
Power Output* - watts	 1100.0
Load Voltage*
	
volts
	
32.0
STG Hot Side Temperature's - Centigrade	 1000
Radiator Temperature`' -Centigrade
	
422
All performance values pertain to STG operation at a
distance of 0.45 AU from the sun and will remain
constant at closer distances to the sun if STG is tilted
(see Table 4).
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the sun if the STG is tilted according to the tilt angles given in the pre--
ceeding section in Table 4. It is noted that the STG produces its desig-
nated output only while it is exposed to the solar heat flux. Inasmuch
as approximately one-half of its operation occurs in an operating mode
in which the STG is eclipsed by the planet Mercury, it is very likely
necessary to upscale file size of the STG if the STG is to provide power
for storage batteries in addition to providing power for the operation
of the spacecraft while it is not in eclipse. Therefore, the configurational
parameters shown in Table 5, just as those shown in Table 3 for the com-
pact STG, are quite likely conservative. In fact, if it is assumed that
in the non-eclipse mode of operation the STG produces twice its required
power, one-half of it being directly used by the spacecraft and one--half
being used to charge the storage batteries, the total size, i.e. the cross--
sectional area, of the STG will be double that shown in Table 5.
Of course, the STG may be optimized for an operating distance from
the sun other than 0.45 AU or for an operating temperature that is less
than 1000aC at 0.45 AU in order that the STG produce more power at
distances in-between its closest and farthest approach from the sun.
In this way, it will be possible to attain a STG design that is even more
optimum than a design that is based on simply increasing the size o'L the
STG reflected by the configurational parameters in Table 5. Although
this has not been done here, it must be considered prior to a final STG
design selection. The design given in Table 5 is representative and is
directly comparable to the compact STG design given in Table 3.
The distributed-type STG is schematically illustrated in Figure 19.
As it is shown in the figure, it corresponds to the design specified in
Table 5. The STG consists of 144 thermopiles in a twelve by twelve array.
Each thermopile is affixed on its cold side to the radiator of the STG.
Min-K 2020 thermal insulation separates the thermopiles. Individual
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truncated cone conriguraied solar concenlrators are attached to the
hot side of each thermopile. It should be noted that even though the
radiator of the STG in f = igure 19 is shown to be tl}e some size as the total
array of side-by-side conicentrators, the radiation area needed to reject
file heat according to the specific design is actually smaller than this
area. This means that the radiator- of the STG actually consists of a
frame into which are fitted unit STG cells consisting of the solar con-
centrator, thermopile and radiator section. The various radiator sections
of the unit cells do not completely fill the frame. For this reason,
the total radiating surface of the STG is actually smaller than the size
of the STG as defined by t-he twelve by twelve array of solar concen-
trators. In other words, a direct view of the cold side of the STG shows
the total area to be partially filled with unit radiator sections. Individual
unit radiator sections are separated from each other, being interconnected
by the frame structure, such that the Min-K 2020 thermal insulation
is directly visible in--between the various sections.
Inasmuch as the STG design specified in Table 5 pertains to a STG
that has been optimised for operation at a distance of 0.45 AU from
the sun, it is of interest to consider the performance of this design at
other distances from the sun. As already stared, as the STG approaches
the sun more closely, it tends to heat up and consequently provide
greater performance. Because the optimized design at 0.45 AU pertains
to STG hot side operating temperature of 10000C, a closer approach
to the sun would result in higher operating temperatures and therefore
the STG must be tilted with respect to t-lie sun if it is to be kept from
overheating. As a consequence, STG performance and operating temp-
eratures will remain constant- as the STG approaches the sun more closely
than 0.45 AU. Table G shows values of STG performance and temperatures
if the STG operates in a mode in which it always directly faces the sun.
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For this reason it is seen that performance and operating temperature
values at distances closer to the sun than 0.45 AU exceed those calculated
V;	 for it at 0.45 AU. The performance and operating temperature of the
-he distance from the sun increases to valuesSTG rapidly d cr as  as i 
F
	
	 beyond 0.45 AU and, in fact, at a distance of 1 .0 AU these values
are considerably less than the design values; It is obvious that the
STG does not provide adequate power between the time of its launch
from Earth and the time that it arrives at Mercury. It is suggested that
during that time period use be made of storage batteries or solar cel Is
for spacecraft power needs. Upon injection of the spacecraft into
Mercury orbit, all of the power needs can be satisfied by the STG.
This is especially true if the STG is tilted such that at all times in Mercury
orbit- it provides a fixed amount of power output. Inasmuch as the STG
produces power only during the time that it faces the sun, approximately
half of each of its orbits around Mercury, it will be necessary to increase
the overall size of the STG in order that the storage batteries be charged
while the STG faces the sun. It is the storage batteries that provide
the total spacecraft power during the tides that the spacecraft is eclipsed
by the planet. Even though the data in Tables 5 and 6 pertain to a
300 watt electrical pourer output of the STG, it is completely valid to
linearly upscale the STG design for any power need that not only satisfies
spacecraft requirements, but also enables the maintenance of the storage
batteries it-. a fully charged condition. For example, if it is decided
that this can only be accomplished by having the STG produce twice
the stated amount of power during the time that it faces the sun, then
the overall STG size doubles, including its weight. As a result it is
a simple matter to generalize the results given for the distributed STG
design in this section to any performance or operating requirements.
This, of course, is also true of the flat-plate and compact STG designs
discussed in the proceeding sections.
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D.	 Cylindrical STG With Single Concentrator
Although most of the effort on the present study was devoted to the
design and performance analysis of the three STG designs discussed
in the proceeding sections of this port of the report, an additional STG
design concept was investigated in somewhat more than just a cavalier
fashion. This STG design concept pertains to a configuration that is
very similar to most radioisotope thermoelectric generator configurations.
Namely, the thermopiles within the STG are enclosed in a cylindrical
outer case, with the cold ends of the thermopiles in intimate contact
with the outer case. The hot ends of the thermopiles are located around
a central heat source, which provides heat to the thermopiles either
by direct conduction or by radiation. Whereas the central heat source
in a radioisotope thermoelectric generator is a radioisotope fuel capsule,
in the present instance it is a heat pipe that receives its heat from the
sun by means of a solar concentrator attached to one end of it. This
means that the heat pipe penetrates the outer case and is mated to the
solar concentrator outside the outer case. In the space between the
solar concentrator and the outer case of the STG, the heat pipe is thermally
insulated to minimize heat losses. For the same reason, the space between
individual thermopiles within the STG is also thermally insulated, as are
the ends of the STG. Waste heat is radiated from the outer case of the
STG directly into space. In order to enhance heat transfer from the
outer case to the space environment, the STG outer case possesses radia-
tion fins. In its most optimum mode of operation, the solar concentrator
at one end of the STG directly faces the sun. This means that the body
of the STG is shielded from a direct view of the sun by the solar concen-
trator, with a result that relatively little, if any, sunlight impinges an
73
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Ithe outer case of the STG. This, of course, is important in order to
enhance the effectiveness of the STG; in oil}erwords, the cold side
heat exchanger, i.e. the outer case and radiation fins, is only heated
by heat that has passed through the heat pipe and the STG. If it be-
comes necessary to tilt the STG, as it is in the case of the other STG
design concepts, then if may no longer be true that the cold side heat
exchanger does not receive any direct heating from the sun. In order
to minimize the effects of such occurances on the performance of the
STG, it is desireable to coat the outer case and the radiation fins
of the STG with a low absorptance coating. heedless to say, the
outer case and The radiation fins must in any case possess a high emis-
sivity coating In order to enhance the rejection of waste heat. The
cylindrical STG design concept is schematically illustrated in Figure 20.
Figure 20 shows the outer case, with its radiation fins, and the solar
concentrator of the STG interconnected by means of a heat pipe.
Inasmuch as Figure 20 depicts a view of the outside of the STG, it is
not apparent how the hot sides of the thermopiles are connected to the
heat pipe heat source. It is envisioned that this will be accomplished
by means of a sleeve that on its inside exactly fits the heat pipe and
makes intimate contact with it. On its outer surface, the sleeve has
a ploygonal cross-section. The hot faces of the thermopiles are impressed
against the flat faces of the outer surface of the sleeve. The compres-
sion of the thermopiles against the sleeve is provided by spring assemblies
at the cold side of the thermopiles. In using such a method, it is of
course important to also provide adequate thermal conductance between
thermopile cold sides and the STG outer case. This can be accomplished
either by using a spring--follower type approach previously used in various
thermoelectric generators or by making use of braided flexible conductors
in between thermopile cold sides and the outer case.
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The mathematical model us(.d to conduct paramet^r onaly5es onnLITY
the design of a cylindrical STG with single solar concentrator is very
similar to that used for tile analyses pertaining to the compact STG
discussed in section 11 B. 	 In fact, the only difference in the two math-
ematical models is a geometric term that modifies the compact STG
with its flat geometry into a cylindrical STG. The primary effect of
this is a reshaping of the thermal insulation, the addition of radiation
fins to the radiator which has been folded into a cylindrical configuration
and the addition of the heat pipe that interconnects the solar concentra-
tor and the hot sides of the thermopiles. Tile calculational sequence
of the mathematical model, however, has not been altered.
A number of parametric analyses were conducted with this model
in order to derive a design of a cylindrical STG that can be directly
compared to the designs previously developed for the other STG concepts.
It should be mentioned, however, that the analytical procedure was
not carried out as extensively for this STG design concept as it was for
the other concepts. Nevertheless, it is felt that the design derived
for the cylindrical STG represents an optimum and therefore can be directly
compared to the other STG designs. The design thus derived pertains
to STG operation at a distance of 0.45 AU from the sun. Essentially,
the same assumptions as those made for the other STG designs were made
for the physical characteristics of various STG components. For example,
it was assumed that the solar concentrator possesses perfect reflectivity
and that the cold side heat exchanger has an emissivity of 0.85 and
a solar absorptivity of 0,10. The results of the parametric analyses
indicate that an optimum cyI ind rice I STG design operates at a hot side
temperature of 10009C and a cold side temperature of about 45eC .
The number of thermopiles within the STG is 144, just as it was in the
case of the earlier STG designs. These thermopiles are arranged in
+;y
1*
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:. such a way that c fight rows of 18 iherniopi les are located c itcumferencial ly
around the polygonal interface member surrounding the cerllrally located
heat pipe.	 For a povver output of 300 walls at a load voltage of 32
volts, the outer case of the STG has a length of 11 .34 inches, a diameter
- of 1 .fit inches and possesses eight radiation fins extending the length
of the outer case and having heights of ebout eight inches. 	 This means
that the overall radial extension of the body of the STG is approximately
18 inches.	 The solar concentrator possesses a diameter slightly less 	 -
,; than 40 inches and has a height of almost the same numerical value.
A gap of about 2.7 inches separate the base of the solar concentrator
-a
from the body of the STG, this gap being spanned by one end of the heat
pipe.	 The total height of the STG, including the cylindrical outer
' case, the heat pipe extension and the solar concentrator, is about 54 inches.
'. For purposes of calculation, it has been assumed that the heat pipe
is made of a refractory material such as tungsten. 	 The ploygonal hot
side heat exchanger within the STG is assumed to be made of ,molybdenum.
The thermal insulation within the STG and surrounding the heat pipe
outside the STG is assumed to consist of Min--h 2020. 	 The STG outer
case, the radiation fins and the solar concentrator are all assumed to be
made of beryllium.	 Using these assumptions, it is calculated that
the total weight of the STG is about 38 pounds.	 This means that the
optimum specific power for the cylindrical STG in operation at 0.45 AU
is about 7.89 veatts per pound.	 It is noted that a STG of this type ac-
cordingly possesses a lower specific power than either a compact STG
or a distributed STG with multiple solar concentrators. 	 It does possess
a slightly higher specfic power than the flat-plate STG.
Although the specific power of the cylindrical STG with a single
solar concentrator is lover than the specific power of either the compact
- or fills distributed STGs, the cylindrical STG does present a few advantages.
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cylindrical STG have not been as complete and exhoustive as on the
other types of STGs. For this reason, a STG of the cylindrical type
should not be totally precluded from future consideration of STGs in near
sun missions.
E. Alternate Hot Side Heat Exchanger Design
The STG designs considered on the present study have utilized
either solar concentrators or flat--plate collectors; the solar concen-
trator design considered on the program is based on a truncated cone.
Prior to the completion of the discussions on STG designs, it is necessary
to mention that another type of hot side heat exchanger can be considered.
Namely, either a single solar concentrator or multiple solar concentrators
can be replaced by Fresnel lens. A relatively large single solar con-
centrator can be replaced by a Fresnel lens having the some extension
in the plane perpendicular to the sun as the total cross-sectional area
of the solar concentrator. The lens would be located such that it focuses
the incident solar flux onto the total area of the thermoelectric generator.
This means that the lens would be located at a distance from the generator
that is s[ightly either greater than or less than the focal length of the
lens. In this way the total surface area of the generator would be
relatively uniformly heated.
Fresnel lens can also be used to replace the multiple concentrators
of the distributed STG. In this case, the Fresnel lens can be either
individual lens or can consist of a single large sheet with individual
lens inscribed into it. Each lens wi II act as the hot side heat exchanger
for a single thermopile within the STG. As with the compact STG,
the lens would be located such that the total cross-section of each
thermopile is heated by incident solar flux being concentrated by the
lens. This means that the lens would be located at a distance from
the thermopiles slightly other than the focal length of the lens.
i9 ^I^lvG^DING pAi r BLP
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Although the present study did not address itself to analyses on the
weight of SIGs that use Fresnel Ions, it may be postulated that STGs
of that type would very likely possess weights of the same general order
as STGs using solar concentrators. Possibly the main disadvantage of
the use of Fresnel lens is the mechanism of mounting of the lens in such
a way that proper heating of the thermopiles within the STG is always
possible. Misalignment or shifting of the lens at any time might make
the whole STG inoperable. Of course, this is also true of a STG that
uses a single solar concentrator; it is not, however, true of a distributed
STG with multiple concentrators. Another possible disadvantage of
Fresnel lens as the hot side heat exchanger of STGs is the criticality
of the alignment with the sun. Fresne l lens would be essentially inoperable
if they are not at all times pointing directly to the sun. In other words,
very likely the cosine law that can be applied to solar concentrators
and flat--plate collectors does not apply to Fresnel lens. This presents
a design problem because the STG cannot be designed to operate at its
maximum permissible temperature at a distance of 0.45 AU and over-
temperaturing prevented by the tilting of the STG on closer approaches
to the sun. It will be necessary to design the S T G to operate at its
maximum permissible temperature at its closest approach to the sun.
This means that the STG must be overdesigned in arder that adequate
power be available at distances other than its closest distance to the
sun. Finally, it Fresnel lens are used they will have to be fabricated
from a material, such as quartz, that is capable of high temperature
operation without the lens being distorted or even destroyed.
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V.	 DYNAMIC STG PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Various STG design concepts were investigated in the proceeding section.
It was seen that the STG design that utilizes distributed thermopiles, with each
thermopile having an individual solar concentrator, possesses the lowest weight
and highest specific power. It also possesses a panel-like configuration that en-
ables its convenient storage and deployment during mission. For these reasons.
it is this STG design chat- tics been selected as the recommended design for a STG
intended for use in a Mercury orbiter mission. The characteristics of the selected
STG design are detailed in Table 5 in Section IV. The STG performance data
shown in that table pertain to STG operation at 0.45 AU from the sun, \vith the
STG directly facing the sun. At closer distances to the sun, while still directly
facing the sun, STG performance and operating temperatures will remain at the
values shown for 0.45 AU if the STG is tilted according to the tilt angels given
i{1 Table 4 in Section IV. Of course, this presupposes the STG being exposed to
direct sunlight during the whole time. In its intended mission, however, the STG
will be orbiting the planet Mercury and therefore will be periodically shielded
from the sun by the planet. Even though the planet itself emits radiation, the
amount thus emitted is negligible to that emitted 6y the sun and during the eclipse
portion of its orbit • the STG can be considered, for all practical purposes, to receive
no incident heat. Inasmuch as the spacecraft- requires power not only during
the times that it is without direct sunlight, but also while it is eclipsed by the
planet, it is necessa{y to consider the effect of periodic eclipsing on file output
of the STG. For this purpose, a mathematical model was adopted and utilized
to calculate STG temperatures and performance as a function of time when it is
no longer receiving incident heat from the sun.
The mathematical model used to perform time dependent analyses of
STG temperatures and performance assumes a parailelepipedal configuration with
insulated sides. Only the Nvo heat exchanger surfaces are assumed to interact
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with the environment. In fact, at the moment that the STG is eclipsed by the
planet Mercury, it is assumed that both heat exchangers of the STG radiate freely
into the environment. At the moment of the start of eclipse, the STG is assumed
to possess .a linear temperature gradient between its hot and cold faces. This
temperature gradient, f(x), is defined in terms of STG cold side temperature, TC,
the temperature difference, AT, across the STG and the thickness of the STG
as follows;
f(x)= TC-1 + x AS	 (45)
where 21is the total thickness of the STG and x indicates the location within the
STG between --land +Ate Thus, the cold side heat exchanger of the STG is designated
by x---.hand the hot side heat exchanger by x = +A A second order partial dif-
ferential equation in the space and time variables provides STG temperatures as
a function of location within the STG as a function of time. The boundary con-
ditions assumed for the solution of the differential equation pertain to radiative
heat lass from the two heat exchangers; even the hot side heat exchanger loses
heat during the eclipse mode of STG operation. Inasmuch as the differential equation
is soluble in closed form only for linear boundary conditions, it is assumed that
radiative heat loss can be represented by the so-called Newton's law of cooling.
This law assumes heat transfer to occur proportionately to the product of the third
power of temperature and the temperature difference between the cooling body
and its environment. Although this boundary condition will be applied to the case
of the STG in a situation where relatively large temperature variations occur,
it must be noted that it is strictly rigorous only when temperature variations are
small. Nevertheless, the use of the boundary condition enables the solution of
the problem and enables an approximate assessment of STG performance and temp-
eratures as it enters the shade portion of its orbit around Mercury. The solution
of the appropriate differential equation, along with the stated boundary conditions
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may be represented as*:
A
2 1- cn cos an xsdn sin anx{
T=Z e --Dan fi	 2 
^' h 
2 )2+11
 	
J	 f(x) IC n cos anx4- do sin anx] dx ,
a(46)
n=1	 n	 - 2
where
c 
n 
= h	
n	 n	 n
sina A+a cosa l; 	,	 (47)
d 
n 
= h cos a 
n	 n	 n
k-a sin a A	 (48)
and the a
n 
are the positive roots of
tan Za),= 2ah2
	
-	 (49)
a -h
In the above relationships, it should be noted that I, is the heat transfer coefficient
from the hot and cold side heat exchangers and D is the effective thermal diffusivit`j
of the STG. Inasmuch as the STG consists of a number of different materials,
each having unique temperature dependent values of thermal diffusivity, it has
been necessary to average these values in order to obtain a single effective thermal
diffusivity for the STG. This has been done by calculating the total heat capacity
of the STG, reducing this to a net specific heat and then using average values
of density and thermal conductivity, calculating thermal diffusivity as follows:
D- CF C	 (50)
H. S. Carslaw and J. C. Jaeger, Conduction of Heat
In Solids, Second Edition, Oxford University Press, 1 959. 
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where k is the thermal conductivity, or
 is the density and C is the specific heat
of the panel.
Substituting the temperature gradient, f(x), into Eq. (46) and solving
for temperature, T, for x= - Aand x= + tgives STG hot and cold side temperatures
as a function of time. The difference of these temperatures as a function of time
gives the temperature differential across the thermopiles within the STG. Utilizing
this temperature differential, it is possible to calculate the performance of the
STG, such as power output and load voltage, as a function of time. This has been
done for the distributed STG with multiple solar concentrators and results are dis-
played in Table 7 in tears of the power output, the load voltage and the temp-
erature differential across the thermopiles as a function of time; initial time pertains
to the instant at which the STG becomes eclipsed by the planet. It is noted in
Table 7 that the temperatures and performance of the STG rapidly decrease when
the STG is no longer exposed to direct sunlight. Within some three to four minutes
after entering shade, the STG performance has decreased to approximately one-half
file value it possesses in direct sunlight. This means that during the eclipse portion
of its orbit, the spacecraft cannot depend on the STG for electrical power
and such power must be obtained from a storage battery that is recharged during
the sunlit portion of the spacecraft orbit. Upon re--emergence from behind the
planet, the STG rapidly heats and once again starts to provide electrical power.
The STG heat-up curve, as concerns temperatures and performance is a mirror linage
of the cool-down curve as represented by Table 7. This means that during each
orbit, the STG provides nearly its design performance for 45 minutes and very
little performance during the remaining 45 minutes. If a storage battery is used
to provide spacecraft power during the eclipse portion of each spacecraft orbit,
the STG must be capable of providing twice its required performance during the
portion it is in direct sunlight. This means that the STG design must be forinu-
fated for 600 watts rather than for 300 watts, if 300 watts are required to power
the spacecraft. Total STG weight and size therefore double over the values shown
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TABLE 7
Time Dependent STG Performance in Eclipse Mode
Time/Seconds Temp. Differential	 Load Voltage/Volts Power Output/Watis
oC
0 550 32.0 300
60 473 27.5 222
120 414 24.1 170
180 361 20.9 129
240 312 18.2 97
300 272 15.9 74
360 238 13.8 56
^r
s
i
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i
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in Table 5 of Section IV. A total power system weight analysis, must also con-
sider the weight of the storage batteries. The actual specific power of file total
power system is therefore considerably less than the value shown in Table 5.
The above thermal calculations on the transient behavior of STG temp-
eratures and performance indicate that the total heat capacity of the STG is rela-
tively low. In other words, the STG is incapable of maintaining heat and therefore
its performance while it is eclipsed by the planet. It is for this reason that the
use of storage batteries in conjunction with the STG must be considered for the
overall spacecraft power system. As a part of the present study, another- possibility
was investigated. Namely, it was considered that possibly the total heat capacity
of the STG could be increased by the use of a high heat capacity molten salt bath
located at the hot side of the STG. In other words, a molten salt bath, enclosed
In a metal container, was considered to be placed in intimate thermal contact
with the hot sides of the thermopiles within the STG; this is most conveniently
done in the compact STG design in which ail of the thermopiles are placed adjacent
to each other. The face of the molten salt bath opposite to the one in contact
with the thermopiles is envisioned to be directly heated by the solar concentrator.
The sides of the molten salt bath are insulated such that neat enters from the con-
centrator side of the both and leaves through the thermopiles. Consideri:ig the
heat capacities of variouE molten salts, it was found that various alkali metal hydrides
possess the highest values of specific heat. By using the specific heat capacities
and densities of typical alkali metal hydrides and by knowing the total heat require--
menis of the STG as a function of its operating temperature difference, it is possible
to write an equation for the specific power of the STG as a function of the amount
of cooling that takes place upon the entry of the spacecraft into the shade portion
of its orbit. Assuming a value of specific power of 22.17 watts per pound for the
distributed STG design given in Table 5, and assuming that power output varies
as the square of the temperature difference across the thermopiles, the following
expression may be written for the specific power of the some STG if it uses molten
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salt baths for power flattening:
550- /MT h 2
300 - 550—
s^	
550	 213.533-1- 7114.79550-- AT b	 AT R
where 4T b is the decrease in the temperature difference across the thermopiles.
It is noted in Eq. (51)that the second term in the denominator represents the
weight of the molten salt required to provide adequate heat to power flatten the
STG if the molten salt is permitted to decrease by AT  in temperature during the
shade portion of the orbit. It is seen that if the change in temperature is minimized
to as small a value as possible, the weight of the molten salt rapidly increases.
Can the other hand, if the temperature is permitted to considerably vary the STG
itself rapidly increases in size in order that the required power output be maintained.
A variation of AT  yields an optim ,.jm in terms of a specific power of the total
power flattener! STG. Table 8 shows the results of this optimization procedure.
It is seen that a temperature variation of 125 0C on a total initial temperature
difference of 55000 results in the lowest weight system. As seen in Table B.
unfortunately, however, the specific power of the optimum STG has decreased
by an order of magnitude when compared &a the STG without power flattening
(See Table 5). What mares this result even more significant is the fact that the
molten salt weight in Eq. (51)does not include the weight of any structural or
containment members required to contain the molten salt. This means that the specific
power reduction will be even more drastic than is apparent in Table 8. For this
reason, it is concluded that the use of a molten salt bath to power flatten STG
performance is not realistic and severely penalizes total system weight. It is
more realistic to consider the STG as defined in Table 5 and to use storage batteries
for purposes of power flattening. if storage battery weight is apprecia lble, this
conclusion may have to be somewhat modified. In any case, however, it is thought
that the use of storouc., bIntteries in conjunction with a distributed STG results in
o power conversion systen. -f lowest weight and it is this bind of a syslum that is
therefore rccommcnried for the Mc:icury orbiter mission.
(51)
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TAB LE 8
Effect of Power Flattening By Molten Salt Bath
On STG Specific Power
AT	 .. p-
0 0
10 0.40
25 0.91
50 1.56
75 1.98
100 2.20
125 2.25
150 2.17
175 2.00
200 1.76
225 1.49
250 1.21
a8
 21" 
V1.	 SUMMARY
The present study on the use of a STG in a Mercury orbiter mission has
addressed itself first to the selection of the most appropriate thermoelectric tech-
nology, second to the selection of the most appropriate STG design configuration
and third to the weighs- optimization and performance characterization of the fingl
STG design. This design has then been analyzed in terms of its steady state and
dynamic performance in a Mercury orbit, both as regards a given orbit around
Mercury as well as its performance at different times while Mercury orbits the sun;
the latter consideration is of course important because of Mercury's extremely.
eccentric orbit that varies between 0.30 and 0.45 AU from the sun.
The main conclusions of the present study may be summarized as fol I :ws:
The most appropriate thermoelectric technology appl icoble to STGs
intended for use in space is one based an silicon-germanium alloys.
The use of this iechnology enables the design and fabrication of the
lightest weight and most reliable STG.
2. The most appropriate STG design concept is based on one in which
the individual thermopiles are uniformly distributed over the radiator
and in which the thermopiles are heated by individual solar concentra-
tors. This design concept enables the fabrication of a STG that possesses
a specific power in excess of 22 watts per pound when operating at a
distance of 0.45 AU from the sun. Although an exhaustive investi-
gation of various concentrators was not included in the study, it is seen
that a concentrator configured as a truncated cone results in an at-
tractive STG design. Possible other concentrator configurations can
only enhance the design.
3. A STG in a Mercury orbit is incapable of producing appreciable power
while eclipsed by the planet. This means that power must be stored
during the time the STG is exposed to direct sunlight; it is this stored
1',
•T
l+..;
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Ppower that powers the spacecraft during the eclipse mode. This being
the case, the STG must be designed for at !east twice the spacecraft
power requirement. While in direct sunlight, half of the power produced
by the STG goes into storage; the STG is directly exposed to the sun
during essentially one--half of each of its orbit's around Mercury.
4..	 STG energy storage must be performed electrically rather than thermally	 i
because it is the former mode of storage that enables very likely th e
lowest overall system weight to be obtained. Thermal storage in terms t
of the use of various liquid metal baths penalizes total STG weight
by nearly a factor of ten. System weight increases as a result of the	 f
use of chemical storage batteries is very likely considerably less.	 ti
5. The state-of-the-art of silicon-germanium alloy technology is such
that a STG intended for space application in a near sun mission does
not require any special development. All of the components required
of the STG presently exist in a developed form. Although this is true,
the optimum STG design concept herein selected has never been assembled
or tested. i
6. Additional design effort is recommended in the area cf solar concentra-
tors in order that the most optimum concnetrat•or design be nvailab9e
for a STG. The present study has been based on the use of a solar
concentrator configurated as a truncated cone; this configuration may
not necessarily represent the most optimum concentrator shape.
7. Assumptions pertaining to the absorptivity, reflectivity and emissivity
of the solar concentrator and the hot side of the thermoelectric generator
i
and/or thermopiles are based primarily on conjecture and therefore
must be established in detail prior to a final STG design. The emir--	 F
sivity and absorptivity values assumed for the radiator of the STG are
considered reasonable and easily attainable.
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V11.	 APPENDIX
In order to illustrate the method used in the design of the various STGs
considered by the present study, sample calculations for typical flat-plate and
compact STGs are given in this appendix. The equations underlying the sample
calculai: ins have been given in Section 11 and are not repeated here.
The typical design calculation of the flat-plate STG includes Eqs. (1)
to (12) in Section H. As explained in that sec ion, the calculational sequence is
iterative and for purposes of illustration, the sample calculation has been iterated
19 times. Most of the input parameters are listed for the sample calculation,
although material property values have not because those are generally temperature
dependent variables that are introduced into the calculational sequence at the
beginning of each iteration; the values are selected on the basis of the tempera-
tures calculated in the iteration preceeding the one for which the properties are
input.	 It is noted that in the flat-plate sample calculation all of the variables
converge towards final values. It is also noted thct convergence is not complete
after 19 iterations, although the variation behveen parameters at that point is
relatively small. The calculation is generally continued until convergence is obtained
within any arbitrarily predetermined convergence criterion.
The sample calculation for the compact STG corresponds to Eqs. (22)
to (43) in Section 11. Unlike the flat-plate ST G calculation, that for the compact
STG is noniterctive. For this reason, the calculation is complete after all of the
parameters have been calcuiaied once. As with the flat-plate STG calculations,
some of the input parameters used in the sample calculation of the compact STG
are given,
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Fiat-Plate STG	 Input Parameters;
Sample Calculation	 N=400	 y=X3=0.05
M=400	 a= E=0.85R 
A=1x10-"EC=0.10
	
Iteration Number	 A=0.8	 R,=1.1
#	 1	 2	 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 it 12 13 14 15 16 17 1B 19
Q 	 5877 '2916
Il	 i
4127 3706 4726 4042 4524 4196 4425 4268 4378 4300 4354 4316 4344 4324 T338 4328
_
4335
T q
	1!590.91489.31570,41522.9 558.3535.4 551.9 540.8 548.6 543.3 546,0 544.4 546.2 544.9 545.9 545.2 545.7545.4 545.6
TC 4590.9 501.7 575,3 533.0 564,91544,4 559,2 549,3 556 351,6 554,9 552,6 554.2	 53.0 553T9 553.31553.71553.4 553.6_
s 13.16x10-2
"'3.41	 7x10A
S	 PT = I 1 .04,3
N. ^P -	 --4 ti ^ • "48	 ^,.
As li 9565	 ^.
i246.81	 96, 6 201 .2 131.6
	 180.3 147.1	 170.2 154.3	 165.3 157.6 163.0 159.3
	
162.1
	 160.1
	
161 .4 160.5 161 .1	 160.7 161 .0AT
C L	 x . 11 4.59? 71 1,11.89	 7.77 10.65	 8.69 10.061 9.12 	 9.77	 9.31	 9.64	 9.42	 9.58	 9.46	 9.54	 9.48	 9.52	 9.49	 9.51^{ {
P (153,1 23.4 101.8 43.5 81.6 54.4 72.8 68.7 62.4 66,8 63.8 66,0 64.4 65.5 64.7 65.2 64.9 65.1
T H ` 837.71 598.2 ' 776.5 ` 664.6 745.2 691.5 729.4 7N1721.61709.2 718.0
  711.9 716.3 713.1 715.3 713.8 714.8 714.1 714.6
NDW 3 9.50 x400=1347
o	 M = 300.00 x 9.5 x400-548
D b5.00 32.00
AC O= 400 x>14ao x 10,000=46,155
C^
Equations (16) to (21) in Section it can be used to calculate the weight and specific power of the ST G.
^C
W=0.69136
TA=O
Wg1=0,00508
Ar-=10. 000
^s
F ,f
I •
i
f	 `
^f
I
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( 'kiCompact 5TG	 1
Sample Calculation I
i	
xl
Input Parameters:
0.85
a=0.	
;,-
85	 !,
eG=O.10
	
c
TH=12730K
W=0.691358 watt crn2
r
QT-550°K
	 I
N= 339.3 Qj= 125.00
A= 1769.0
-
5453.90
A = 05.6529x14 T 695.50
ALIT 2.6737x104 AR= 4570.31
S = 2.3776x10-2 SR 67.604
STP^- 0.75681 V1R= 3325.44
H TP= 1.04826 AC= 9913.12
WT P = 1.6787 DC= 112.35
w  = 671.48 DCS= 41.61
S G= 15.1362 t s = 1.04-826
AG= 229.105 WS= 558.23
1 L = 10.7143 HC= 104.02
Q K= 4263.14 WC= 7380.07
QS = 42.77 w r= 11, 935.22
QP= 1272.99 PS-- 11.403
lI	
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